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Accidents, Hazards

of Existing Chemicals

Dominate High-Level Meeting
by Maldwyn Jones1

From lipstick to luggage, from juice to jumbo jets, from paint to petrochemicals,
pharmaceuticals and food additives - few artifacts of contemporary life are not

derived in whole or in part from chemicals.

Yet for thousands of chemicals, too little is known about their ultimate effects on
human health and the environment and too often a major ecological disaster

involves very common chemical products. Inadequate data about existing chemicals
and effective measures by government and industry to deal with accidents were
two overriding concerns of environment ministers and senior officials, responsible

for the control and management of chemicals, who met recently in Paris2.

One essential given: the important

economic impact of chemicals,
representing $500 billion in inter¬

national trade, 3 per cent of GNP and 1 per
cent of the work force in OECD countries as

a whole. As a result, governments face a

difficult balancing act in seeking to optimize
the manifold economic and social benefits

of chemicals while minimizing their poten¬
tial threat to human health and the envi¬
ronment.

Existing Chemicals:
Eighty Thousand Question

Marks

Dutch Environment Minister Edward Nij-
pels, the chairman of the meeting, stressed
what was to be the central theme of

discussion: the need to gain more effective
control of the vast number of chemicals in

everyday use. The crucial question is what
to do about literally tens of thousands of

chemical substances used, stored, spread
or sprayed without our really being sure
whether it is safe to do so.

The link between aerosol propellants
used in sprays and stratospheric ozone
depletion and the alarming rise in the
incidence of skin cancer is a case in point.
And only recently have we become con¬

cerned about the possible longer term

health hazards of seemingly harmless pes¬
ticides as they appear in high concentra¬
tions in underground aquifers years after
their use. Love Canal and other hazardous

waste sites graphically demonstrate how

yesterday's waste management policy can
become today's ecological catastrophe.

Many thousands of chemicals currently
in commercial use have not been ade¬

quately assessed for their potential hazards
to man or the environment. The task of

identifying potentially hazardous existing
chemicals is both complex and resource
intensive.

Over the years, participants in the
OECD's Chemicals Programme have been
working to develop a more effective frame¬

work for tackling the problem of existing
chemicals. The recent meeting reached an
important agreement on a two-tracked

approach: a renewed commitment by
Member countries on existing chemicals
and a new major cooperative effort within
OECD to share the burdens involved in this

large undertaking.

Notification and Testing
Mechanisms Now in Place

for New Chemicals

For new chemicals, most governments
of OECD countries have put in place over

the past sixteen years effective pre-market
notification and testing procedures so that
possible environmental and health effects

are assessed before a new product reaches

the market. To bolster these efforts by
governments and industry, OECD has pre¬
pared seventy-seven test guidelines (see
box , p. 6) and a set of principles for the
conduct of laboratory experiments (Good

Laboratory Practice), designed to promote
the production of high quality and reliable
data.

Programme Designed
to

Reduce Duplicative Testing

The decision on "Mutual Acceptance of
Data" adopted by OECD's Council in 1 981

stipulates that data developed in one
country for purposes of hazard evaluation

should be accepted in other countries. The

conditions are twofold. The data should be

developed using the OECD Test Guidelines

and in accordance with the OECD Principles
)f Good Laboratory Practice.

1. Consultant, OECD's Environment Directorate.

2. Third High Level Meeting of the Chemicals
Group of the OECD Environment Committee, 1 7-
18 March 1987.



But evidence has recently come to light
that the initiatives on harmonized test

guidelines and laboratory practices have

not led to the complete acceptance of test

data in other countries. The meeting agreed
to strengthen efforts to identify and
remove obstacles to the wider "Mutual

Acceptance of Data" from one country to
another, in order to reduce the need to

duplicate expensive and time-consuming
tests for the same chemical. One of the

most important spin-offs could be a signif¬
icant reduction in the number of animals

used for safety testing (see box, p. 7).

Bhopal, Basel Spur Action
to

Contain Chemical Accidents

Over the last few years, there have been

almost daily reports of chemical spills,

leakages, plant breakdowns, and tens of
thousands of chemical "time bombs"

waiting to go off in hazardous waste
dumps. Alarmed by a série noire of chem¬
icals accidents from which few countries

have been spared, the public is increasingly

sensitive to the potential dangers of chem¬

icals manufacture and handling.

Among incidents cited at the meeting:

the "death of the Rhine" after several major

chemical spills last autumn, the evacuation

A marine guarding barrels recovered
from the British ferry that capsized off
Zeebrugge, Belgium. At the time of the

accident, the ship was carrying
truckloads of toxic chemicals, including

cyanide.

of an entire suburb of Toronto, Canada,

after a train carrying hazardous chemicals

derailed, and the death and illness of

thousands of people after the accident in

Bhopal. And, although it went largely
unnoticed amidst the tragic loss of life

involved, the car ferry that recently cap¬

sized off Zeebrugge contained truckloads

of toxic chemicals, including cyanide com¬

pounds.

As many of these mishaps show, pollu¬

tion from major accidents involving chemi¬

cals is no respecter of borders, and can

seriously affect neighbouring countries
downwind or downstream. Hence, rapid

notification and information exchange,

emergency preparedness and common pol¬
icies for prevention and emergency

response to chemical accidents will be the

main themes of a high-level OECD meeting

to be held in France in early 1 988, at the

invitation of French Environment Minister

Alain Carignon.

"Cradle to Grave"

Management of Chemical
Risks

Management of chemicals often fo-

çusses on the risk posed by a specific use

(e.g., pesticide), a specific source (e.g.,
factory releases) or a specific environ¬

mental medium (e.g., air). The problem of

PCBs (see p. 8) demonstrated the long time
span that may be needed to achieve control
of a hazardous chemical. A "cradle to

grave" approach designed to take into
account the "total risk" of chemicals means

monitoring and controlling hazardous

chemicals, not just at the point of manu¬

facture or use, but through every phase of

their life cycle: production, storage, trans¬
port, use, recycling and disposal.

To strengthen national action in this

field, the OECD will press ahead with

projects on cross-media approaches to

pollution control, better information ex¬

change on exports of banned or severely
restricted chemicals and new activities to

promote a more coherent and comprehen¬

sive risk management policy in OECD
countries. *



OECD GUIDELINES FOR TESTING CHEMICALS

Daphnia magna, the crustacean in this microscopic photo, enables scientists to study toxicity in an
aquatic environment.

These guidelines set out procedures
for the testing in the laboratory of
properties and effects of chemicals that

are important for hazard evaluation.

The guidelines are not rigid protocols.
Rather they allow for some scientific
flexibility in order to obtain the most

reliable results possible in each specific
case.

The origin of the guidelines goes back
to November 1977, when the Chemi¬

cals Group of the OECD Environment

Committee launched a programme
aimed at reaching international agree¬
ment on the best methods available to

test chemicals for their safety. Tests for
toxicity to humans using animals are
well-established for the evaluation of

drugs, food additives and pesticides.
But with respect to predicting effects on
ecosystems and the environment as a

whole, new tests were then only
emerging in the scientific literature. It

was also recognized that methods were

needed for measuring physical and
chemical properties that determine how

a chemical, once released, moves

through the environment. Moreover,
chemicals in the environment undergo
transformations that may be purely
chemical (abiotic degradation) or
brought about by micro-organisms in
water and soil (bio tic degradation).
Chemicals also concentrate in organ¬
isms through the food chain (bioaccu¬
mulation).

The first set of fifty-one guidelines
was adopted by the OECD Council in

1981. The work has continued since

then and a programme was established

to update and refine the guidelines.
Today, seventy-seven guidelines in

all have been published. Six are updates
of earlier guidelines and those added

since 1 98 1 concern mainly two areas:
effects on biotic systems (eco-toxico-
logy) and mutagenic effects (genetic
toxicology). The current programme
seeks to reflect broader concerns that

go beyond human health to include the
global environment.



TESTING CHEMICALS FOR THEIR EFFECTS ON HEALTH

In vitro test showing the mutagenic action of a chemical product, Amino anthracene, on a bacterium. Salmonella typhimurium. Left: control dish. Right: dish with
the chemical.

Testing chemicals in the laboratory

to determine their degree of toxicity is

mainly done through experiments on

vertebrate animals, notably rats, mice,

rabbits and guinea-pigs. Such tests
have a high predictive value because the

results obtained can be extrapolated to

man. Public opinion inspired by animal

rights' groups is exerting growing pres¬

sure on the scientific community and on

governments to abandon experiments

in animals on moral grounds. Scientists
also have criticized some tests that are

widely used and which, they claim, can
be altered to reduce the numbers of

animals used as well as the suffering of

the animals and without affecting the

validity of the results produced. This, in

particular, applies to tests for acute

toxicity, called LD50 and LC50, and to

a test for eye irritation in which rabbits
are used. OECD Guidelines for these

tests were first adopted in 1981 . They
called for the use of as few animals as

then appeared to be possible. In their
latest version (1987) even fewer ani¬

mals are to be used and further pro¬

mising developments are likely.

Many scientific institutions around

the world actively pursue research

aimed at developing in-vitro tests.

Some of them are also called replace¬
ments or alternative tests. In these

tests the effects of chemicals are stu¬

died at the level of cells and not in live

vertebrate animals. The term "non sen¬

tient matter" is frequently used to refer
to the cell cultures, tissue cultures and

bacteria that are used as targets. While
not all toxic effects can be studied in

such test systems, genetic toxicology is

one area where they are already widely

used. Genetic toxicology is the study of

the alterations chemicals can provoke in

the genetic material which any living

organism contains in identical copies in
all of its cells. When alterations are

provoked in the germ cells they can be

passed on from one generation to the
next and thus lead to heritable disease.

Alterations in somatic cells in the body

sometimes lead, through a mechanism

which is as yet not fully understood, to

cancer; hence, the importance of in-

vitro tests for detecting potentially car¬

cinogenic chemicals. Today, the OECD
Guidelines contain ten in-vitro tests and

their number will surely increase in

coming years.
The results of the research on alter¬

native test systems are promising, but

animal experiments are now and in the

foreseeable future indispensable for

evaluating the complex interactions of

chemicals and living higher organisms,

including man.



PCB - Total Ban

They were found in all kinds of equip¬
ment, e.g., washing machines, air¬

craft and computers. Polychlorinated

biphenyls - which in fact cover a group of
chemicals had many applications owing
to their features (in particular non-flamma-

bility): they were used for cooling and
insulating electrical equipment (trans¬

formers and capacitors) and as hydraulic
fluids, cutting and lubricating oils and
plasticizers (in paint, copying paper,
printing ink).

Considered a panacea after World
War II, PCBs came to the attention of the

environmental protection lobby and gov¬
ernments of industrialized countries as

early as the 1960s. In 1968, the point of
no return was reached. Directly implicated

in several pollution accidents (including one
involving fatalities), PCBs joined DDT and

other similar substances in the already long
list of chemicals toxic to man and the

environment. But the most difficult task

was yet to come: preventing any future
distribution of PCBs into the environ¬

ment.

To that end, OECD countries in 1973

signed an agreement on the control of the

In eighteen months' time

- on 1st January 1989 - poly¬

chlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs,

will be totally banned in the
OECD area1.

manufacture and use of PCBs2, which

banned polychlorinated biphenyls for
industrial and commercial purposes. Yet,
the use of toxic PCBs remained authorized

in four types of "closed systems" (i.e.,
where it was possible to recover them for

destruction without pollution): transform¬

ers, large capacitors, heat transfer systems
in industrial applications and hydraulic
equipment in underground mines. The
OECD Council also recommended that

"open" uses be phased out as quickly as
possible (i.e., where PCBs existed in minute

quantities and in so many products that
they were unrecoverable and therefore

pollution risks could not be avoided).

Less than seven years after the agree¬
ment was signed, PCB manufacturing had
decreased by 60 per cent in the OECD area

and its use had practically stopped in ten

Emergency workers
remove PCBs from an

electrical transformer

struck by lightning
near Lille, France.

out of the 24 Member countries3. In 1 982,
the OECD noted that usage of PCBs had

almost ceased in "open systems" and they
were found in only two of the four "closed

systems" permitted by the 1973 accord

(the two remaining uses were in trans¬
formers and capacitors). Through action
taken following the agreement, the "poten¬
tial for escape of PCBs into the environ¬

ment" had been markedly reduced but no

clear-cut lowering in environmental levels
of PCBs had yet been seen. It had become

necessary therefore to control the produc¬
tion and use of these products still further,

especially after several accidents involving
the air conditioning systems of office
blocks in the United States and France had

reopened the debate.

This control was achieved on 1 3th Feb¬

ruary 1987, and the OECD Council,

drawing lessons from past experience, now

requires a total ban on PCBs throughout the
OECD area. The manufacturing, import and
export, sale of PCBs, products and articles

containing PCBs and equipment containing
or requiring PCBs must cease no later than

1 st January 1 989. Meanwhile, Member
countries must accelerate the withdrawal

of PCBs from the market and monitor even

more closely the products contaminated by
such chemicals.

In fact, environmental protection will be
fully achieved only after total removal of

PCB-based equipment and materials or, in
other words, when Member countries have

acquired adequate facilities for the destruc¬

tion of PCBs. This will take time, as OECD

countries at present have only a few

incinerators. The deadline for reviewing the
implementation of the OECD's second

decision is set for 1 990.

It took fourteen years to achieve a total
ban on a hazardous chemical. How much

more time will be needed to remove all

traces of this chemical in the environ¬

ment?

1 . Decision-Recommendation of the OECD Council

on funher measures for the protection of the
environment by control ofpolychlorinated biphenyls,
13th February 1987.
2. At the time, the agreement had lead to a whole
"new génération" of environmental legislation aimed
at pollution prevention rather than counteracting
damage.

3. The annual exchange of information between
Member countries laid down under the agreement
enabled monitoring of PCB production, international
trade and consumption.



Chernobyl One Year On

The OECD Observer

asked Howard K. Shapar,
Director-General of the

OECD's Nuclear Energy

Agency (NEA) what lessons
countries in general and

OECD Members in particular
had learned from the

Chernobyl nuclear power
station accident of

a year ago

The Chernobyl reactor was ofa design not used in

OECD countries. Despite that, are there any
lessons of a technical nature to be learned from

this accident?

Reactors in use in OECD countries are

very different from the Chernobyl reactor,
both as regards their design and the extent

of the safety systems built in. So the
technical lessons to be drawn from the

accident to the Chernobyl reactor are
limited.

It should be borne in mind, however, that

OECD countries, especially those that have
installed water-cooled reactors, had al¬

ready learnt a lot from the 1 979 accident at
the Three Mile Island nuclear power station

in the United States as far as the design of

the reactor and its operation in both normal

working and emergency situations are con¬
cerned. Exhaustive studies are still being

made of the Three Mile Island accident,

including by the NEA, and it is reasonable
to assume that a good many of the lessons
to be drawn from the Chernobyl accident

have already been largely taken into

account by OECD countries through safety
improvements introduced in the aftermath
of Three Mile Island.

That is why Chernobyl has not prompted

any urgent or major modifications to
nuclear power reactors in OECD countries
or to nuclear safety regulations. Neverthe¬
less, technical studies to verify certain

aspects of nuclear safety are to be con¬
ducted as an extra precaution. We hope

soon to publish the report of an NEA Group

9



Note Map presented at a Council of Europe par¬
liamentary hearing 8-9 January 1987 in
Paris. The population density of Eastern
Europe is not shown.
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of Experts on the circumstances and impli¬
cations of the Chernobyl accident.

What have we learned at a human level, especially
as regards the man-machine interface?

Much could probably be said about the

conditions under which nuclear power

reactor operators are trained and work in

the Soviet Union and about the particular

constraints arising from the constant

energy shortage in the European part of the

USSR, but in the absence of precise,
verifiable information it is hard to be

specific. We also lack detailed information

about how Soviet control rooms are organ¬

ized. Consequently, it would be unwise to

draw any firm conclusions for the types of
reactors in service in OECD countries.

According to the official version of the

accident, the Chernobyl operators clearly
failed to comply with a number of safety
instructions and deliberately ignored cer¬
tain procedures. The lesson to be drawn is

that the highest possible standards have to

be maintained in the training of nuclear
power station personnel: their sense of

responsibility, their awareness and under¬

standing of the potential consequences of a
large-scale accident, their concern for

safety at all times and their vigilance,
especially after long periods of trouble-free

operation, have to be kept at the highest

level possible. The root cause of every
accident is some human failure, which may
be easy or not so easy to identify and

prevent. Maintaining safety in nuclear

power reactor operations is a matter for

everyone at all times.

After what was undoubtedly an excessively long
period of indecision, the Soviets were then appar¬
ently quite effective in their "post accident man¬

agement". OECD countries now seem to be taking
a close (and discreet) look at this aspect of the
incident. What have they discovered?

The first point is that the USSR has

immense resources: scientific, technologi¬
cal, economic, military. After some hesita¬

tion to start with, attributable perhaps
partly to their cumbersome decision¬

making machinery and partly to the scale of
the disaster and its consequences, the
Soviets quickly mobilized substantial re-

10



A Soviet technician measures

radiation levels at Unit 1 of the

Chernobyl nuclear power station
two months after the accident at

Unit 4.

sources in terms of manpower and equip¬

ment. They made considerable use of the

Red Army, especially of its specialist

nuclear technology units. People living in

the vicinity were rapidly evacuated. Some

novel methods were used to try to contain

the consequences of the accident to within

the power station site.

There are undoubtedly lessons to be

drawn from the Soviet experience. It must

however be emphasized that, precisely

because the risk of its occurring is so low,

another large-scale nuclear accident would

probably take a different form from past
ones and would consequently need to be

dealt with in some other way, especially as

its cause and sequence of events would

entirely depend on the type of reactor

concerned. Another point is that what can

be achieved quickly in a centrally-planned

society might not necessarily be so easy in

a more open society. Even so, the steps

taken by the Soviets following the Cher¬

nobyl accident are being studied attentively

by safety authorities in OECD countries to
see what lessons, if any, can be drawn for

our nuclear power reactors. It is obvious

too that any health surveys conducted of

the people affected by the accident in the

USSR would also be monitored very closely

throughout the world.

Are Western countries equipped to react effec¬

tively to a Chernobyl-style accident?

In the first place, it is important to be

clear that a "Chernobyl-style" accident is

unlikely to occur in the kinds of nuclear

power reactors in service in OECD coun¬
tries. That does not mean a serious acci¬

dent could never occur but that, owing to

design differences and the importance

attached to accident prevention in OECD

countries both through the numbers of

accident prevention systems and the stan¬

dards of staff training, the likelihood of

accidents happening with serious conse¬

quences for the public is limited. It must be

recalled that the Three Mile Island acci¬

dent, in which the reactor core itself was

damaged, did not cause any casualties.
Nevertheless, all countries that possess

nuclear power stations do have emergency

plans. Since the Three Mile Island incident,

these plans have been made more detailed,

and they are designed to deal with a wide

range of accident situations, from small to

large-scale leaks of radioactivity. Be that as

it may, these plans will need to be reviewed

and improved where appropriate in the light
of the lessons drawn from the Soviet

experience, and the NEA intends to

encourage that. In particular, emergency

plans should be able to cope effectively

with a serious accident having cross-border

repercussions. That consideration naturally

applies above all to the European OECD

countries which might clearly have to

cooperate and pool their resources so as to
limit the effects of such an accident.

It must be emphasized however that

safety authorities in all OECD countries

share the view that they should do every¬

thing to prevent nuclear power reactors

from getting into a situation where an

accident might be probable, let alone in¬

evitable. Hence the greater stress on pre¬

venting accidents rather than on limiting

their consequences.

Has the problem of civil liability in the event of an

accident changed since Chernobyl?
In the first place, the USSR is not party

to any of the international conventions on

nuclear civil liability and has no special

legislation on the subject. Accordingly, the

damage caused by the Chernobyl accident,

including that in neighbouring countries,

1 1



was not covered by the special liability and

insurance system the NEA has developed

over the last 20 years. So the international

community will have to make a special

effort to remedy the shortcomings revealed
by this accident.

Secondly, there are the economic effects

of the accident. Apart from direct damage
inside the Soviet Union (estimated at some

$3 billion), preventive public health mea¬
sures in Western Europe were extraordi¬

narily costly. The question arises as to

whether this kind of "indirect" damage
(estimated to have cost the Federal

Republic of Germany alone some

DM 500 million) should be paid for by the
operator of the nuclear plant liable for the

accident, at the risk of absorbing most of

the funds available for compensating vic¬

tims whose health or property is directly
affected. That is a very complex question

whose legal and economic implications we

are currently investigating.

Chernobyl has had repercussions on public

opinion in OECD countries, including those

reputed to be in favour of nuclear energy. Can you
comment on that?

The scale of the accident and its dra¬

matic consequences for the people and the

environment of the Chernobyl region cer¬

tainly had a profound impact on public

opinion. The fact that the accident, the

most serious ever in a nuclear power plant,

resulted in the spread of radioactive con¬

tamination over considerable distances

from the site was a sharp reminder of the

realities inherent in operating nuclear
power stations. After the initial shock,

public disquiet increased in the absence of

accurate information from the Soviet

authorities about the circumstances of the

accident and the resulting difficulties expe¬

rienced by experts in trying to give clear

answers to the questions being asked. It
took more than three months to obtain

information about the causes and conse¬

quences of the disaster. Furthermore, the

very broad range of counter-measures

taken in certain Western European coun¬

tries and the differences in the degree of
intervention and the scope of restrictions

imposed on the trade and consumption of

foodstuffs only added to the confusion by

casting doubts on the appropriateness of

the steps taken.

It is understandable, therefore, that

nuclear energy should have had its image

decidedly tarnished in the eyes of public

opinion, with a resurgence in protest move¬

ments against it and its very use being

questioned in some countries. Today, the

challenge is to restore confidence by
making the public aware that the risks

inherent in operating nuclear power sta¬

tions can be controlled. In that connection,

accident prevention and the ability of man¬

agers to cope with emergency situations

are clearly of capital importance.

Chernobyl demonstrated the need for a better

flow of information between countries at every

level, from initial warnings to mutual assistance in

the event of an accident. There was, for example,

a conspicuous absence of concerted action

amongst European countries in response to the

Chernobyl accident. What should be done to

strengthen international cooperation in these
areas?

The Chernobyl accident did indeed
reveal a number of weaknesses in the

dissemination of information, at both

national and international level, and it left

the impression that the machinery of inter¬

national coordination had not worked very
well. Hence the need for wider international

cooperation amongst all those concerned

in the field not only of scientific and

technological work on enhancing the safety

of nuclear installations and improving
radiological protection, but also of the
control of accidents and their conse¬

quences.

On that last point, a whole host of

measures have been adopted both by the

international Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

in Vienna, the European Commission in

Brussels and the NEA. For example, two

international conventions were adopted on

September 1 6th, 1986, in Vienna. The

Convention on Early Notification of a

Nuclear Accident, signed by 58 States so

far, came into force on October 27 last

year. It provides for prompt notification of

any accident involving the release of

radioactive material beyond the country's

borders, which could be a threat to radio¬

logical safety in another state. The Conven¬
tion on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear

Accident or Radiological Emergency,

signed by 57 States, provides for coopera¬

tion between contracting parties and the

IAEA so as to minimize the consequences

of an accident and protect life, property
and the environment from the effects of

radioactivity.

Another important vehicle of interna¬

tional cooperation has been the develop¬

ment of an internationally accepted scien¬

tific basis for radiation protection criteria
used to decide what counter-measures

should be taken in the event of an emer¬

gency, especially in the agri-food sector.

The NEA, World Health Organisation, IAEA

and European Commission are currently

working on this.

The Chernobyl accident also revealed

the need to improve communication with

the public when an accident occurs, not

only to provide early, accurate information
about the situation but also to enable the

public to understand what the real dangers
are and what counter-measures it has been

decided to take. International consulta¬

tions are under way on that subject, under

the NEA's auspices among others, with a

view to discussing the arrangements that

might be made for avoiding the kinds of

problems that arose with the Chernobyl
accident.

Lastly, steps taken as a result of Cher¬

nobyl include the harmonizing of criteria for

using and processing radiological data

relating to an accident and national notifi¬

cation formats. Harmonization is extremely
important for the transmission of data from

one country to another as a basis for

making decisions about radiological pro¬
tection.

How do you see the future of nuclear energy after
Chernobyl?

There is no doubt that the psychological
shock caused by the Chernobyl accident
has been reflected in a slowdown in nuclear

programmes in some OECD countries. Pro¬

jects for developing new nuclear power
stations have been halted and in some

cases the further implementation of these

programmes depends on the outcome of

national referenda, legislative action and

government policy decisions.

However, in spite of the concern caused

by the Chernobyl accident, nuclear energy
does meet a real need in many countries
and will remain an essential component of

their long-term energy policies. Shortly
after the disaster, heads of governments
from the world's most powerful nations,

including the Soviet Union, confirmed their

determination to continue using nuclear
energy. Today, OECD countries account for

80 per cent of the world's production of

nuclear-generated electricity and nuclear

power now represents 20 per cent of the

total electricity output of the OECD area.

The picture differs considerably from
country to country, of course, but there are

many countries where reliance on nuclear-

generated electricity has gone beyond the
point of no return.

Neither is there any doubt that economic

and social progress depends on continued

growth in energy consumption, especially
electricity. We are all aware that compared

with conventional energy sources, nuclear

energy is the only new one capable of

playing a significant part in meeting the
demand for electricity. The alternative, of
course, is coal, but there too it would be

wrong to lose sight of the serious damage
caused to the environment from the inten¬

sive use of coal, despite the progress in
making it "cleaner".

So the question is not whether we

should abandon nuclear energy but how to
make it safer and more reliable while at the

same time preventing any accident on the

scale of Chernobyl and ensuring that
should such an accident occur, its effects
would be limited. That must now be the

main goal not only of nuclear power station

operators and regulatory authorities but

also of the international community as a
whole, in order to ensure that nuclear

power can continue to contribute effec¬

tively to the security of energy supplies.
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The Changing Shape
of Post-Graduate Education

The catchwords of the new

thinking in post-graduate

educational policy are

"efficiency" and "relevance"

as the traditional system

faces up to new pressures

from within the student body

and new challenges from
outside.

Aiming at the Job Market

According to a recent OECD report 1 ,
post-graduates were seldom the subject of

specific policies and they usually fell some¬

where between the jurisdiction of the
educational authorities and the national

policy for scientific research. But today, in
many OECD countries, the trend is towards

an increasingly "professionalized" system

of training for the doctorate.

Traditionally, the Ph.D. has qualified

students primarily for an academic career.

But for financial and demographic reasons,

and because of the shrinking job market,
the last ten years have seen a decline in the

earlier, often spectacular, growth of higher

education in most developed countries.

The teaching jobs which post-graduates

could formerly expect are no longer there.

Many governments have also had to cut

back their lavish spending on research.
Students in the humanities and social

sciences, for whom the public education

system has always been the natural outlet,

now have to try to persuade employers

that a Ph.D. in history or anthropology
could be of some relevance to business.

Those armed with a degree in micro¬

electronics, biotechnology or materials

sciences, on the other hand, may be

swamped with job offers. As a result, more

graduates are opting for professional train¬

ing, be it an MBA, a law degree, medical
studies or a course in one of business and

industry's new "corporate classrooms".

William Bowen, President of Princeton,

recently sounded the alarm over the situa¬

tion in the United States when he claimed

that evidence pointed to a marked decline

in the standard of post-graduates studying
for Ph.Ds in the arts and sciences. And

Robert Goheen, Director of the Mellon

Fellowship programme in the humanities,

maintains that faculty members across the

country have noticed the same phenome¬

non: "They are encountering noticeably

fewer very bright, very challenging grad¬

uate students than ten years ago."

As a result of this concern among
students for a more relevant educational

programme, the only significant area of

growth in the post-graduate system over

the last few years has been in the non-

doctoral higher degrees. In those countries

which have an intermediate higher degree

broadly equivalent to a master's, such as

Australia, France and Japan, the annual

growth rate at this level in post-graduate

education was relatively high. The most
dramatic increases are to be seen in the

professional degrees: in France the number

Post-Graduate Education in the 1 980s, OECD,

Paris, to be published.
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of diplômes d'études supérieures spéciali¬

sées (DESS) in management and eco¬

nomics has been rising by more than

1 1 per cent a year since 1 978; and in the

United States, MBAs have increased some

36 per cent between 1 976 and 1 981 .

Foreign Students

With this shift in career priorities, many
students now opt out of the traditional

academic system after their first degree. At

the same time, the proportionate numbers

of foreigners and women enrolled in post¬

graduate studies have increased signifi¬

cantly.

In several OECD countries, foreign stu¬
dents now make up a substantial propor¬

tion of the national post-graduate popula¬

tion. In 1982, for example, as many as

35 per cent of all post-graduate students

in the United Kingdom were from overseas

countries. In fact, this represented a slight
drop of 3 per cent over the previous five

years, but in other countries (such as

Australia) the numbers of foreign post¬
graduates are still increasing. Even in

Japan, where there are fewer foreigners in

general, numbers of post-graduates from

abroad were up 70 per cent between 1 976
and 1983.

Most countries favour this international

trend. France, for example, has gone so far

as to encourage young researchers from

abroad by bringing its doctoral system
more in line with the American Ph.D. In the

United States, however, there is growing

concern as almost half of all engineering

doctorates are now taken by "non-resident

aliens". While some argue that foreign

post-graduates bring both foreign earnings
and long-term international influence to the

U.S., others maintain that they threaten
national security interests and represent

subsequent competition in the labour

market for American degree holders. This

attitude was summed up (somewhat rhe¬

torically) by Marvin Goldberger of the

California Institute of Technology in an
address to the National Commission on

Student Financial Assistance: "if we con¬

tinue on our present course, we are going
to have all foreign students taught by...
foreign faculty, because they are the only
ones who have Ph.Ds."

Women Post-Graduates

By the beginning of the 1 980s, as many

as a third of all post-graduate students in

most OECD countries were women, but

this increase has been less controversial

than the rise of foreigners. In fact, encour¬

aging women to continue their studies has

been a stated policy goal in a number of

countries, out of a concern either for social

justice such as in Finland, or out of a

concern for tapping the entire nation's
talent.

In spite of their progress in many fields,

however, women post-graduates are still

not equally represented in all the disci¬

plines. Most are found in the humanities

and social sciences, where job prospects

are slight. Few have entered the more

professionally viable fields of science and

technology. In West Germany women

received 30.8 per cent of doctoral degrees

in the humanities in 1981, but only
15.4 per cent in the natural sciences and

sciences. This is due to various factors:

more students studying part-time; a lack of

motivation because subsequent job pros¬

pects are poor; and the introduction of

government policies aimed at encouraging

adult education. Some disciplines are
affected more than others. The "hard"

sciences and engineering have largely

escaped this ageing process, but even in

these fields potential industrial employers

have frequently complained that newly-
trained research scientists come to them

too old. In Sweden, for example, the

2 per cent in engineering. Even in the

United States, where almost half of the

post-graduate students enrolled are wom¬

en, they received a slim 1 1 .3 per cent of

Ph.Ds in the physical sciences and only

3.9 per cent of all engineering doctorates in
1981.

The Ageing Process

The areas of study in which women are

well represented are the same disciplines in

which post-graduate studies take longer to

complete. According to the OECD report,

there is a slow but sure increase in the age

of the average post-graduate student,

especially in the humanities and social

average age of research students rose from
33 to 36 between 1975 and 1983. Simi¬

larly, in Australia, from 1978 to 1983 the

proportion of post-graduate students be¬

tween 20 and 25 years old fell while all the

older age groups grew.

Not only are post-graduate students on

average older than they used to be; they
are also taking longer to receive their

doctorate. Surveys in several countries

have indicated that the average time lapse

between a first degree and a doctorate has

increased substantially over recent years,
particularly for the humanities and social

sciences. In Sweden the average length of
study for a doctorate in the arts after

qualifying as a research student has
increased from 1 4.5 terms in 1 976 to 20 in
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1981. And in the United States the

average time lapse between a bachelor's
and a doctor's degree has risen from 8.4

years in 1973 to 9.4 in 1981.

Failure to Finish

These surveys do not record the number
of students who drop their thesis before

completion. Instead the OECD report has
attempted to provide some sort of data on
the drop-out rate by using an eight year

pletion. A British report from the Advisory
Board for the Research Councils (ABRC)

blames the universities for poor supervision
and the students for their lack of motiva¬

tion. "Some students", says the ABRC

report, "just drifted in with no clear purpose
other than to continue to enjoy the benefits

of university life". In a Norwegian study, on
the other hand, over half of the students

interviewed put their finger on the need for
more systematic research training. And the
OECD report puts "a large measure of

responsibility for non-completion... at the

Meanwhile, some maintain that it is

wrong to consider non-completion as fai¬
lure: any knowledge acquired is inherently
good for student and society, whether the
student finishes with a doctorate or not.

Another school of thought holds that some
students never have any intention of com¬

pleting a higher degree anyway and only
undertake a few post-graduate courses to

acquire a specific skill. If the system is so
inflexible that it classes such people as

failures, runs the argument, then there is

something wrong with the system.

cut-off point, after which it is considered

unlikely that the student will ever receive
his or her doctorate. The problem is par¬

ticularly serious in certain disciplines.
According to a study of Ph.D. students at
Cambridge University in the United King¬
dom, as many as 50 per cent of the
economics and politics post-graduates

have still not completed their doctorates

after eight years, compared to 9 per cent in
physics and chemistry. In Sweden, the
problem is even more acute. Only about
10 per cent of Swedish post-graduates in
the arts and social sciences receive their

doctorate within eight years, compared to

30 per cent in the natural sciences.
Various reasons have been put forward

to explain this phenomenon of non-com-

door of the academic institution", where a

commitment to research and competent

supervision of the students is essential.
There are no easy answers to the prob¬

lem. In Sweden some have suggested that

university departments should accept

fewer post-graduate students to begin

with, but others argue that numbers would

then shrink too drastically and that the best

candidates might still be hired away before

completing their doctorate. In the United

Kingdom, the ABRC proposed a series of
sanctions against those universities where

too few students completed their doctor¬

ate. But critics of this approach say that
sanctions should be directed not at the

university but at the students them¬
selves.

While biotechnology is a virtual guarantee

of employment, arts and letters - the
subjects still studied by most women
post-graduates - are not.

Restructuring the System

Faced with these challenges, most

OECD countries are moving towards a

system of post-graduate education that is
more professionally relevant. Recent pro¬

posals in the Netherlands, for example,

have shaken up the traditionally loose

post-graduate structure there. A more

tightly defined "two-phase structure" for

higher education limits state support for
post-graduates to four years within which

time they must finish their dissertation.
In France, too, there have been radical

moves towards a more "efficient" structure

with the introduction of a doctoral system

comparable to the British and American
Ph.D. Universities now award doctorates in

their own name and university departments

themselves have to be approved by the

Ministry of Eduction. At the same time, a

new post-doctoral qualification (known as
habilitation à diriger les recherches) has
been introduced in an attempt to improve

the supervision of post-graduate research

training.

This tendency towards the American

model has the advantages of efficiency and

greater professional relevance, but the
OECD report harshly criticizes national

policy makers for once again looking pri¬

marily at the natural sciences in their
reforms and then applying this new model

unthinkingly across the whole gamut of
academic life. Moreover, for those who

wish to pursue an academic career a new

streamlined doctorate is no more adequate

a preparation for coping with the university

system than was the traditional scholarly
form. Post-graduate education today is

trying to respond to a wide variety of
demands, but it only has a limited range of

titles to award. There may well be a case
for a more differentiated and flexible set of

qualifications at the doctoral level.
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Migrants' Children at School

A typical schoolroom in any
Western European country today

brings together pupils from
radically different cultures.

Turkish children mix with German

children, Algerian with French,

Portuguese with Belgian, in
classrooms where teachers are

transmitting the language and
culture of the host country.

A recent OECD report
presents a statistical picture of

the presence of immigrant
children in Western European

schools. Going beyond dry facts,
it attempts to explain the

reasons for the overall poor
performance of these children

and raises challenging
questions about how educational

systems can more effectively
integrate foreign children into the

mainstream of the dominant

culture without alienating them
from their own^ .
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Increasing Proportions

More than 2.5 million foreign pupils
were enrolled in schools in the seven host

countries of Belgium, France, Germany,

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Switzerland
and Sweden in 1981-82, with average

enrolment varying from 3.7 per cent in the
Netherlands to 1 5.45 per cent in Switzer¬

land and 30 per cent in Luxembourg. In all

the countries studied (except Switzer¬

land), foreign enrolment is on a higher level

in the pre-elementary and elementary age

groups than secondary, which gives an
indication of the future trend (chart A).

One reason for the steady percentage

growth is the rise in the number of foreign
children combined with the sometimes

sharp decline of native - born children

(table). In Germany, for example, the

number of German births declined by

30.7 per cent between 1970 and 1974

while foreign births increased by 71 .8 per
cent. New legislation, which gives German
nationality to any child having at least one
German parent, resulted in a turnaround of
this situation - between 1 975 and 1 983

the number of German births rose 5.6 per

cent while the number of foreign ones

dropped 35.9 per cent.

A Changing Context

"There is nothing new about migration.
What is new is the world in which it is

taking place"2. One of the changes that has
occurred has been the increasing homogen-

ization of societies as a result of post-war

social and economic progress. As differ¬
ences between countries diminished be¬

tween 1950 and 1975, so did certain

differences between ethnic groups. How¬

ever, the recent economic slowdown and

the end of urban growth have reversed this

trend; the supposed lessening economic,

social and cultural differences have re¬

surfaced.

Responding to this trend, the educational
systems in OECD countries in the 1970s
began to take a special interest in the
schooling of immigrant children, offering
courses in native culture, bilingual curricula,

and special programmes for children from
ethnic minorities.

In Germany, for example, immigrant
children have induction and preparatory

classes, bilingual classes, intensive German-
teaching classes, and catch-up classes. In
France, one-year multinational initiation
classes and catch-up classes have been

introduced at primary level and secondary
schools have a one-year adaptation course

for 1 2 to 1 6 year olds.

1. Immigrants' Children At School, OECD,
Paris 1987.

2. Management of Ethnic Resources: Schooling for
Diversity, by Michel de Certeau. In Multicultural
Education, OECD, to be published.
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Primarily associated with the "possible

return" of youngsters to their parents' home

countries, a 1 977 EEC Directive has pro¬

vided for mother tongue and native culture
tuition (MTNCT) courses. Sweden, which

calls these "home language" courses, has

been joined by other Council of Europe

countries in considering MTNCT more as a

way of integrating immigrant children into

their host country than as a means to

resettle them if and when they return to
their native land.

Special Education ...

In spite of the proliferation of special

programmes and bilingual curricula offered

to foreign children, the vast majority of
these children face serious difficulties at

school.

This explains why, with the exception of

Sweden, foreign children are over-rep¬

resented in special education programmes.

In France, for example, 4 per cent of all

children in primary education are assigned

to special education classes as opposed to

just over 2 per cent of French children. This

figure is as high as 5 per cent for Algerian

children. In Switzerland, where 1 1 per cent

of foreigners are enrolled in special edu¬

cation at primary level compared with 7 per

cent of Swiss children, more than 1 9 per
cent of these are Turkish.

The large number of foreign children in

special education classes tends to modify
the nature of this education. Once reserved

for children suffering from physical or

mental deficiencies or personality dis¬

turbances, special education classes are

becoming more and more a repository for all

children having trouble in following the

normal curricula, often because of language

difficulties. The over-representation of for-

FOREIGN POPULATION BY AGE GROUP

percentage of total population

0-4 years

5-9 years

10-14 years

15-19 years
Total

population

Belgium
1982

15.8

14.4

12.3

10.1

8.9

France

1982

8.9

8.9

7.6

7.6

6.8

Germany
1981a

11.9

12.5

7.8

5.1

7.5

Luxem¬

bourg
1981

40.3

40.6

32.0

26.6

26.3

Nether¬

lands

1983

7.7

6.1

4.4

3.9

3.8

Sweden

1983

6.8

6.5

6.1

4.7

4.9

Switzer¬

land

1983

15.9

17.4

15.5

14.5

14.5

a) 0-5 years, 6-9 years, 1E-18 years.

Sources: Belgium: Census; France: Census: Germany: Statistisches Bundesamt; Luxembourg: Census;
Netherlands: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek; Sweden: Statistisk Àrsbok; Switzerland: Office
Fédéral de la Statistique.

eign children in special education entails the

risk of labelling them further, thereby repro¬
ducing marginal populations.

... and Slow Streams

In countries where streaming exists, for¬

eign children represent the highest propor¬

tion of pupils in the slow, less "noble",

streams. Weeded out of the prestigious

classes and relegated to those requiring only

minimal qualifications, the majority of for¬

eign children cannot even get proper voca¬

tional training and are badly equipped to

enter the labour market. Considering the

present need for skilled labour and the lack
of ordinary jobs, the report states that "it

would probably be no exaggeration to say
that those young foreigners leaving school

without these basic qualifications are in a
worse situation at the outset of their

working lives than were the first generation
of immigrants at the moment of their
arrival".

Causes for Failure

What are the reasons for the under-

achievement of foreign pupils? Different

studies give different answers. The OECD

report shows social background to be a

major factor: whether they are members of

the majority social group, or an ethnic

minority, or foreigners, children who

belong to a disadvantaged social class tend
to be low achievers or failures at school. In

other words, social background is a more
determinant factor in underachievement at

school than nationality.

In many ways confirming the OECD

report, a study3 examining the Geneva
school system interesting because of the

continued page 23

3. This study used data from the computerized
educational database of the Service de la recherche

sociologique of the Canton of Geneva, making it

possible to compare the success rates and educa¬

tional problems of children of Swiss nationality and

those of children of foreign nationality throughout
their school career.
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Sources: Belgium: Institut national de la statistique, at 1st January of each year; France: 1975 and 1982, INSEE, general census, from 1977 to 1981 INSEE
Enquête-emploi in March of each year, 1976, estimates; Germany: Statistisches Bundesamt, at 30 September of each years- Luxembourg- STATEC estimates
except for 1981, results of census; Netherlands: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, at 1st January of each year. Sweden- Statistisk Àrsbok- at
31st December of each year; Switzerland: Office Fédéral de la Statistique, at 31st December of each year.
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OECD Council Meets

at Ministerial Level

COMMUNIQUE

The Council of the OECD met on 12th and 13th May at
Ministerial level. The meeting was chaired by Martin Bange-
mann, Federal Minister of Economics of the Federal Republic
of Germany. The Vice-Chairmen were Uffe Ellemann-Jensen,
Minister for Foreign Affairs, and Palle Simonsen, Minister of
Finance, of Denmark; and Roger Douglas, Minister of Finance
of New Zealand. On the fortieth anniversary of his Harvard
speech, the Council paid tribute to the vision of international
cooperation framed by General George C. Marshall.

IMPROVING GROWTH PROSPECTS

The economic strategy of the OECD countries has, over
recent years, brought inflation down to its lowest level for a
generation, at the same time maintaining positive growth rates.
The long-term effort must be pursued, taking account of
developments, in order to strengthen the prospects for stable
and sustainable growth; to reduce substantially the levels of
unemployment - unacceptably high almost everywhere; to
correct the massive current account imbalances of the major
countries; to consolidate the improvement in exchange rate
configurations while achieving greater stability; and to improve
the economic performance of developing countries. The first
and foremost contribution that the OECD countries can make

to world prosperity is to foster vigorous economies in an open
multilateral trading system.

In order to achieve these objectives, Ministers agree upon the
following wide-ranging and mutually reinforcing actions. They
are based on a common will to use to the full the possibilities of
international co-operation and to exploit for the best the
interactions between macro-economic and structural adjust¬
ment policies. Improved policies in both fields are interrelated
elements in the strategy for stronger growth of output and
employment. Both are essential. Macro-economic policies
stabilise expectations, build confidence for the medium-term
and strengthen growth prospects. Micro-economic policies
create a more dynamic and responsive environment, in which
growth and adjustment forces are stronger and macro-economic
policies are more effective.

MACRO-ECONOMIC POLICIES

Macro-economic policies must respond simultaneously to
three needs: maintaining medium-term orientations which
contribute to the stability of expectations and building confi¬
dence; unwinding the present exceptionally large external
imbalances of the major countries; exploiting to the full the
potential for non-inflationary growth and thus for stronger job
creation. International complementarity and compatibility of
policies are essential in order that adjustment takes place in the
perspective of growth and of exchange rate stability. Each
country must make its contribution to the collective effort. In
particular, the effective implementation of the commitments in
the 'Louvre agreement', together with those in the recent
communiqué of the Group of Seven countries, shall be achieved
quickly. Member countries will reinforce their co-operation,
continue to review the policy requirements of the situation and
introduce further measures as necessary.

Monetary policies, supported by fiscal policies, should remain
geared towards growth of monetary aggregates and mainten¬
ance of financial market conditions consistent with low inflation

objectives and real growth potential; they should also contribute
to the orderly behaviour of exchange rates. In view of the
outlook for low inflation in many countries, a further decline of
interest rates in these countries - in particular a market-led
decline of long-term rates - would be helpful.

Since the possibilities for monetary policy, by itself, to
improve prospects are limited, these need to be enhanced by
further action on the fiscal front.

In the United States, the process of reducing the Federal
budget deficit- which is coming down from 5.2 per cent of
GNP in 1986 to less than 4 per cent in 1987 - must and will
continue in the years ahead. Holding firm to this course is
essential for external and domestic reasons. The confidence of

economic agents, in the United States and elsewhere, depends
heavily upon it; so do, consequently, the prospects for moderate
interest rates and stable exchange rates, sound economic
activity with an adequate flow of funds into productive
investment, and resistance to protectionist temptations. These
highly beneficial effects of reducing the Federal budget deficits
should over time outweigh any short-term damping effect in the
United States. Exchange rate changes have improved the cost
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competitiveness of US products and are having a positive effect
on net exports.

For Japan the objective is to achieve stronger growth with
domestic demand increasing more rapidly than output, accom¬
panied by a rapid growth in imports, consistent with the
substantial terms of trade gains which have taken place. The
reaffirmation by the Japanese Government of its intention to
further improve access to its domestic markets for foreign goods
and services is also welcome. The Japanese authorities will take
further substantial fiscal and other measures to strengthen the
growth of domestic demand. This will not prejudice medium-
term budgetary objectives of the central government. In this
regard, it is to be noted that the recently announced Japanese
initiative to expand domestic demand is part of the far-reaching
longer-term effort to reorient the Japanese economy.

In Germany, also, the growth of domestic demand, and
particularly of private investment, must exceed substantially
the growth of potential output. In order to support growth and
external adjustment, the German government has already
announced that some scheduled tax cuts will be accelerated to

1 st January 1 9 8 8 and a broader tax reform will be implemented
in 1990. This will have a favourable influence on investment. In

addition, further measures of structural adjustment, including
reduction of subsidies, will be implemented. Taken together,
these actions will contribute to an increase of the general budget
deficit relative to GNP between now and 1990. Fiscal prudence
over recent years permits this kind of action. Should there be a
serious risk to the sustained expansion of domestic demand,
especially private investment, the medium-term strategy for
growth and higher employment would be adjusted as a
consequence.

Other countries with substantial current account surpluses
should also take appropriate action to encourage domestic
demand growth relative to sustainable output.

Some countries face tight constraints insofar as fiscal policy is
concerned. For countries which have large budget deficits,
priority must continue to be given to correcting them. There are
a few countries in Europe, however, where budget deficits are
not large but where current account considerations constrain
policy. Scope for fiscal action on the part of these countries
would be increased and growth prospects improved if demand
strengthened in their major trading partners. In this latter
respect, and as an example, a co-operative economic strategy of
the EEC countries could take advantage of their interdepen¬
dence and be accompanied by other European countries.

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT POLICIES

Ministers welcome the Report on Structural Adjustment and
Economic Performance1. Despite progress in recent years,
OECD economies are still hampered by major distortions and
rigidities. These compound current macro-economic problems
and retard growth. Increasing competition in product markets,
responsiveness in factor markets and effectiveness in the public
sector will contribute significantly to growth potential in all
countries. Priorities in reforming structural policies will vary in
individual countries reflecting differing national situations but
also international requirements. It is thus essential that con¬
certed action be guided by common principles. To ensure the
greatest gains from reform, action must be broad, bold,
sustained and, to the extent possible, built on international
economic cooperation. The effects of such action will emerge
mainly in the medium term. Implementation now, by expanding
opportunities and bolstering confidence about the future, will
underpin present efforts to strengthen non-inflationary growth
and to reduce unemployment. Successful structural adjustment
can simultaneously increase fairness and offer improving
opportunities for all. Increasing social dialogue is an integral
part of this process.

Industrial subsidies, to the extent they are a source of
domestic and international distortions and an impediment to
structural adjustment, should be reduced. The work on indus¬
trial subsidies initiated by the Organisation is, therefore, to be
encouraged and pursued actively.

The conclusions drawn by the Economic Policy Committee
on the Report on Structural Adjustment were endorsed and will
guide action in the forthcoming years. The Secretary-General is
requested to report, at appropriate intervals, on the work of the
Organisation on micro-economic and structural issues at sub¬
sequent meetings of the Council at Ministerial level.

Trade Policies

International trade provides, through competition, the most
powerful means of promoting economic efficiency and growth.
Measures which impede or distort the functioning of interna¬
tional markets tend to impair structural adjustment, preserve
outdated economic structures, damage consumer interests,
weaken incentives for efficient investment and thus hinder

economic growth. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to
reverse recent trends towards restrictive trade measures, not¬
ably of a bilateral or a discriminatory nature, and to act with
determination to strengthen and extend the open multilateral
trading system. The OECD will intensify its monitoring of the
various aspects of trade policies.

The Uruguay Round presents a unique opportunity to create
an improved framework for trade in the 1990s and beyond. It is
essential to ensure that renewed signs of protectionism and
conflict management on a bilateral basis should not be allowed
to undermine confidence in the Punta del Este Declaration or in
the negotiating process it has initiated. Ministers affirmed the
determination of their countries to resist these trends and to

work for rapid, sustained and substantive progress in the
negotiations towards a balanced global result which would be of
benefit to all, developed and developing countries alike. OECD
countries will prove this determination by tabling in the coming
months comprehensive proposals covering the various fields of
the negotiations, by carrying out the standstill and rollback
commitments they have entered into and by opposing domestic
protectionist pressures. In keeping with the Punta del Este
Declaration, Ministers reaffirmed that the conduct and the

implementation of the outcome of the negotiations shall be
treated as parts of a single undertaking. However, agreements
reached at an early stage may be implemented on a provisional
or a definitive basis by agreement prior to the formal conclusion
of the negotiations. Early agreements shall be taken into
account in assessing the overall balance of the negotiations.

Ministers noted the welcome progress on trade in services in
the Organisation. This is of particular importance in the light of
the inclusion of services in the Uruguay Round. Further related
work will be needed to refine the concepts for liberalisation of
trade in services as well as continuing efforts to strengthen the
OECD Codes of Liberalisation of Invisible Operations and of
Capital Movements. This will be pursued actively.

Ministers welcome the agreement recently reached by the
Participants in the Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially
Supported Export Credits in response to directives from the
1984 and 1985 meetings of the Council of the OECD at
Ministerial level. The agreement will strengthen substantially
the Arrangement and reduce the risk of trade and aid
distortions. Ministers also welcomed the recent agreement on
the related DAC guiding principles. These are a tangible sign of
co-operation in a difficult period.

Agriculture

The joint report of the Trade and Agriculture Committees2
was approved. This important work clearly highlights the
serious imbalances that prevail in the markets for the main
agricultural products. Boosted by policies which have prevented
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an adequate transmission of market signals to farmers, supply
substantially exceeds effective demand. The cost of agricultural
policies is considerable, for government budgets, for consumers
and for the economy as a whole. Moreover, excessive support
policies entail an increasing distortion of competition on world
markets; run counter to the principle of comparative advantage
which is at the root of international trade; and severely damage
the situation of many developing countries. This steady deter¬
ioration, compounded by technological change and other
factors such as slow economic growth or wide exchange rate
changes, creates serious difficulties in international trade,
which risk going beyond the bounds of agricultural trade
alone.

All countries bear some responsibilities in the present
situation. The deterioration must be halted and reversed. Some

countries, or groups of countries, have begun to work in this
direction. But, given the scope of the problems and their
urgency, a concerted reform of agricultural policies will be
implemented in a balanced manner.

Reform will be based on the following principles:
The long-term objective is to allow market signals to
influence by way of a progressive and concerted reduction of
agricultural support, as well as by all other appropriate
means, the orientation of agricultural production; this will
bring about a better allocation of resources which will benefit
consumers and the economy in general.
In pursuing the long-term objective of agricultural reform,
consideration may be given to social and other concerns, such
as food security, environment protection or overall employ¬
ment, which are not purely economic. The progressive
correction of policies to achieve the long-term objective will
require time; it is all the more necessary that this correction be
started without delay.
The most pressing need is to avoid further deterioration of
present market imbalances. It is necessary:
- on the demand side, to improve prospects as much as

possible inside as well as outside the OECD area
- on the supply side, to implement measures which, by

reducing guaranteed prices and other types of production
incentives, by imposing quantitative production restric¬
tions, or by other means, will prevent an increase in excess
supply.

When production restrictions are imposed or productive
farming resources withdrawn by administrative decision,
these steps should be taken in such a way as to minimise
possible economic distortions and should be conceived and
implemented in such a way as to permit better functioning of
market mechanisms.

Rather than being provided through price guarantees or other
measures linked to production or to factors of production,
farm income support should, as appropriate, be sought
through direct income support. This approach would be
particularly well suited to meeting the needs of, amongst
others, low-income farmers, those in particularly disadvan¬
taged regions, or those affected by structural adjustment in
agriculture.
The adjustment of the agricultural sector will be facilitated if
it is supported by comprehensive policies for the development
of various activities in rural areas. Farmers and their families

will thus be helped to find supplementary or alternative
income.

In implementing the above principles Governments retain
flexibility in the choice of the means necessary for the
fulfilment of their commitments.

The Uruguay Round is of decisive importance. The Minis¬
terial Declaration of Punta del Este and its objectives provide
for the improvement of market access and the reduction of trade
barriers in agriculture and will furnish a framework for most of

the measures necessary to give effect to the principles for
agricultural reform agreed upon by OECD Ministers, including
a progressive reduction of assistance to and protection of
agriculture on a multi-country and multi-commodity basis. As
agreed in the section on trade policies above, the Uruguay
Round negotiations will be vigorously pursued and comprehen¬
sive negotiating proposals tabled over the coming months, in
this as in other fields. In the Uruguay Round appropriate
account should be taken of actions made unilaterally.

In order to permit a de-escalation of present tensions and
thereby enhance prospects for the earliest possible progress in
the Uruguay Round as a whole, OECD governments will carry
out expeditiously their standstill and rollback commitments
and, more generally, refrain from actions which would worsen
the negotiating climate: they will, inter alia, avoid initiating
actions which would result in stimulating production in surplus
agricultural commodities and in isolating the domestic market
further from international markets; additionally, they will act
responsibly in disposing of surplus stocks and refrain from
confrontational and destabilising trade practices.

Agricultural reform is not solely in the interests of Member
countries. Developing countries which are agricultural
exporters will benefit from a recovery on world markets.
Developing countries which are importers of agricultural
produce will be encouraged to base their economic development
on more solid ground, by strengthening their own farm
sector.

Agricultural reform poses vast and difficult problems for
Member countries. Strengthened international co-operation is
needed to overcome these problems. The OECD will continue to
contribute to their solution by deepening further its work; by
updating and improving the analytical tools it has begun to
develop and which will prove particularly valuable in many
respects; by monitoring the implementation of the various
actions and principles listed above. The Secretary-General is
asked to submit a progress report to the Council at Ministerial
level in 1988.

Financial Markets

The process of liberalisation in financial markets and finan¬
cial institutions must continue. In order to secure the clear

benefits deriving from this process and to ensure the viability
and stability of these markets, efforts will be intensified in the
appropriate fora with a view to increasing compatibility and
convergence of policies regarding prudential supervision of
these markets.

Tax Reform

Most OECD countries have undertaken or are considering
major tax reforms. Well-constructed tax reform can consider¬
ably enhance performance at both macro and micro-economic
levels. Tax reform should focus on simplicity, equity and
reducing distortions affecting incentives to work, save and
invest. The competent bodies of the Organisation will actively
contribute to reflection on tax reforms in Member countries and

consider the best means of achieving them with due respect
given to international aspects.

Technological Change

The development and diffusion of technology is central to the
growth of output, employment and living standards. The
process of technological change provides opportunities that
must be grasped. Much work has already been done within the
Organisation on analysing and interpreting various elements of
this process. It now seems necessary to define an integrated and
comprehensive approach to the different technology-related

/. Available free of charge from OECD's Publications Service.

2. National Policies and Agricultural Trade, OECD, to be published.
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questions, to deepen the analysis in order to understand better,
and make better use of, technological advances. The Secretary-
General's intention to develop and carry out such an approach
was welcomed. A progress report will be made to Ministers at
their meeting in 1988.

Employment and Socio-Economic Reform

In view of the seriousness of unemployment problems in most
countries, three areas of socio-economic reform are particularly
important - all involve, in varying degrees, the private sector
and the social partners as well as governments. First, there is a
pressing need in many countries to improve the quality of
education and training systems, and to adapt them more to the
needs of societies and economies undergoing rapid structural
change. Second, more flexible labour markets are needed to
facilitate access to the new jobs emerging as structural and
technical change accelerates. Third, employment and social
protection policies need to evolve so that displaced and unem¬
ployed people are given not only income support but also
- especially through training - opportunities and incentives to
get back into work or other useful activities such as local
employment initiatives. OECD work in these areas will be
intensified, a key aim being to prepare a new framework for
labour market policies as agreed at the meeting of the
Manpower and Social Affairs Committee at Ministerial level in
November 1986.

Environment

There is general agreement that environmental concerns have
to be given a high priority in government policies, in order to
safeguard and improve the quality of life as well as to preserve
the resource base needed for sustained global economic devel¬
opment. Member countries will develop, within OECD,
approaches and methods for more systematically and effec¬
tively incorporating environmental considerations into the
policy-making process. Work will be intensified on policies
needed to prevent more effectively the release of hazardous
substances to the environment, including from large-scale
accidents. In this connection international co-operation should
be reinforced. The recently presented report of the World
Commission on Environment and Development, "Our Common
Future", will be studied closely in Member governments and in
the Organisation.

Energy

The past year has seen considerable falls in the prices of oil,
gas and coal. While lower energy prices have broad economic
benefits, they tend to increase consumption and reduce indige¬
nous production of energy. The Chernobyl reactor accident has
underlined the safety aspects of nuclear power. These develop¬
ments could intensify the tightening of energy markets expected
for the 1 990s. The Governing Board of the International Energy
Agency, meeting at Ministerial level on 1 1th May 1987, agreed
to strengthen existing policies in a number of areas in order to
advance the objectives of energy policy while continuing to
secure the general benefits of lower energy and oil prices. These
areas include indigenous energy production, the efficient use of
energy, diversification of sources of primary energy particularly
those used in the generation of electricity, the promotion of free
and open trade in energy, measures to respond to an interruption
in oil supplies, and due recognition of environmental con¬
cerns.

RELATIONS WITH DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

In a world characterised by an increasing level of interdepen¬
dence, the economic problems and performance of developing
countries have become increasingly diverse. While a number of
developing countries, particularly in Asia, have made signifi¬
cant progress, many others have suffered economic setbacks in

recent years. Economic cooperation with developing countries
must respond to varying capacities and needs in the critical
areas of development, trade, debt and finance. Developed
countries must strive to ensure a better environment for

developing countries' growth and exports in the interest of these
countries as well as of the international economy more gener¬
ally. In this regard, the implementation of the policy directions
and objectives set out in this Communiqué will represent a
significant contribution by OECD countries to better global
prospects.

Economic policies in developing countries themselves will
remain a major factor in their own performance. Upon them
depend heavily confidence, savings and investment, both
domestic and foreign. The wide range of developing countries
presently implementing economic policy reforms to establish a
sound development process must be supported and encouraged
by all possible means including improved market access and
official development assistance. In this regard, it is important to
maintain and as far as possible increase the flow of development
assistance, as well as to improve its quality and effectiveness.
Those developing countries whose economic strength is already
significant should progressively play their full part in the rights
and obligations of the multilateral trading system. It is
important that the potential offered by the private sector be
fully exploited.

Large debt burdens remain a major impediment to growth in
certain heavily indebted middle-income countries. There is no
feasible alternative today to the co-operative strategy adopted
for the solution of these problems. Only enhanced co-operative
action, on a case by case basis, by all parties involved - debtor
and creditor governments, the international financial institu¬
tions and private banks - will permit reducing the strains in a
growth-promoting environment. For some countries notable
progress has been made in this process. However, in some cases
difficulties in the adjustment and financing processes point to
the need for improvements. The trend towards innovative and
more flexible approaches on the financing side, both private and
official, should play a key role in making debt burdens more
manageable and restoring capital flows.

Even more constraining are debt problems among low-
income countries. Proposals have recently been made by OECD
countries for additional action to reduce the debt servicing
burden of the poorest countries, especially in Sub-Saharan
Africa, undertaking strong growth-oriented adjustment pro¬
grammes. Early results from the current discussions among
creditor governments will be urgently sought.

For poorer developing countries, provision of adequate
concessional finance is essential. OECD countries' record in this

respect is already substantial but should be further enhanced.
The volume and forms of aid must be commensurate with the

growing requirements of policy reform programmes and
broader development efforts. The new DAC guiding principles
for using aid to support improved development policies and
programmes and strengthening aid co-ordination with devel¬
oping countries are welcomed.

Commodity-dependent developing countries face difficult
problems in view of the outlook for many commodities. An
acceleration in world growth would improve the prospects for
these countries. New efforts should be made to diversify their
economies and to address the structural and development
dimensions of commodity dependence. Action to remove mea¬
sures distorting trade in commodities will make an important
contribution to export prospects for commodity-dependent
developing countries.

UNCTAD VII provides an opportunity to discuss with
developing countries the major problems and policy issues in the
global economy with a view to promoting common perceptions
and effective policies for trade and development.
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continued from page 1 8

high proportion of foreigners (many at the
upper end of the social spectrum) found

that factors responsible for difficulties at

school were, in order of importance, social

background, age upon arrival in Geneva,

and nationality.

A recent British study is less affirmative.

Published in March 1985, the study,
known as the Swann report, examined the

underachievement of West Indian children,

as well as analyzing the performance of

children of all ethnic minorities. The report
found that there was a significant differ¬

ence between the school performance of

Asian children and West Indian children,

that of the latter being much lower in spite
of their similar status as ethnic minorities.

Both groups belong to the same social

stratum and the vast majority of each

group had British nationality. After investi¬

gating racism, IQ, socio-economic status

and educational factors, the study con¬

cluded that no one single element

explained either the poor academic perfor¬

mance of certain ethnic minority groups, or
the superior performance of the Asian
children.

The OECD report points how failure

engenders failure and it brings up several

questions about the validity of the present

ways of educating foreign children. Why

don't foreigners benefit fully from the
school system of their host country? How
can schools deal with the fact that the

proportion of foreigners to nationals is

increasing every year? How can host-

country schools avoid the present situation

in which foreign children are under or

over-represented depending on the level of
education?

» »

Solving the problems posed by multicul¬
tural societies presents a challenge to
school systems whose traditional function

has been to build integrated, homogeneous
societies, and who must now carry out this
role in a more flexible way. Today, school¬

teachers deal not only with very different
ethnic groups as opposed to national min¬

orities, but also with a range of adjustment

problems. Whether or not to oblige Arab
girls to participate in mixed physical edu¬
cation classes in public schools is an

example of the larger problem of how to

balance cultural diversity with the demands

of the host country's educational sys¬
tem.

There is no single remedy, or quick fix, to

the difficulties posed by the growing
number of immigrant children in the
schools of OECD countries. How to inte¬

grate these children into the host country's

society and assure their chances for a good
job and a better future, while at the same

time allowing them to maintain their special

cultural diversity, is an urgent question
facing governments.

Environmental

Assessment

and

Development Aid

A development aid project will not effectively contribute to sustained

economic and social progress unless its impact on the
local environment is considered. In other words, it is essential

to plan and implement such projects with the help of an

environmental assessment, according to a report and
recommendations by the OECD Council1 .

OECD Member countries' experience

with environmental impact assess¬

ment has been acquired mostly

through projects carried out within their

own national boundaries. These projects all
involve works or activities which because

of their scale, nature and location could

affect the natural environment. Some

examples include large industrial activities,

infrastructure projects, exploitation of

hydraulic resources, electricity generation,
extraction of fuels and hard minerals,

operations involving chemicals and hazar¬

dous wastes, waste-water treatment, for¬

estry management, tourism and recreation
facilities.

1. Environmental Assessment and Develop¬

ment Assistance (Environment Monograph
NoA). OECD, Paris, 1986/

^f ma
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OECD experts now say that environ¬
mental assessment must be extended to

development aid. Although Third World

projects or programmes requiring environ¬

mental assessment vary in size and take

place in different ecological and socio¬

economic conditions, these aid projects are

very similar to those carried out in OECD

countries (see box). However the specific
environmental conditions of the Third

World gives rise to one important distinc¬

tion whenever a vulnerable sector (i.e.,

wetlands, coral reefs, mangrove areas,

etc.) is affected, an investigation of envi¬
ronmental impact should be carried out,

regardless of the project.

Constraints

In general, environmental concerns in
Third World countries have been overshad¬

owed by other pressing economic develop¬
ment needs. Lack of awareness of the

significance of such problems together with

a lack of political will especially at top

levels of government are several of the

many constraints on the use of environ¬
mental assessment and on the subsequent

application of the findings. Many govern¬

ment agencies and industries consider

environmental assessment as yet another

obstacle to completion of their projects,

and rural populations, who bear the brunt

of environmental damage in the Third
World, have neither the education nor the

political power to influence policy.

However, the outlook is not totally

bleak. In some countries, concern for the

environment is growing, especially in con¬
nection with deforestation. In others,

attempts are being made to fit environ¬
mental law into a more consistent and

comprehensive system. Many countries in

Southeast Asia, followed by nations in

Latin America, the Near East, and finally

Africa, have even incorporated in their

legislation and administrative procedures

environmental assessment of any new

development project (although implemen¬
tation procedures are not always fully

effective).

In spite of these few recent and sporadic

improvements, the Third World is still a

long way behind. To help them catch up,
OECD countries can take a number of

appropriate steps, including giving suitable

technical and financial support for better

environmental assessment through public

awareness campaigns and establishing
scientific data bases and environmental

management training programmes, etc.

Donor countries usually but not

always take environmental protection

into account when planning development

aid projects. With the exception of the

United States the only country with a

legal requirement for the environmental
assessment of aid activities - few coun

tries have specific procedures or guidelines

identifying types of development assis¬

tance projects which need environmental

assessment, as recommended by the

OECD Council. In most cases, it is up to aid

agencies to decide whether or not to
undertake environmental assessment.

Achievements

The report reviews fourteen environ¬
mental assessments conducted in the Third

World by aid agencies from nine OECD

countries. The U.S. Agency for Interna¬

tional Development (USAID), for instance,

presented environmental studies con¬

ducted prior to the construction of a meat

processing plant in Thailand and the River

Mahaweli development programme in Sri

Lanka; the Japan International Co-opera¬

tion Agency described its experience with

the construction of a coal-fired power

station and an integrated steel mill in

Singapore and the establishment of a solid

waste management facility at Bangkok;

and France submitted a case study on the

irrigation of 1 2,000 hectares in Came¬
roon.

All the surveys paid considerable atten¬

tion to the socio-economic impact of the

projects. Some of the immediate and

longer term consequences of these major

projects, such as the displacement of

people, the changes in social and political

relations, the resulting creation of new
towns and settlements, the cross-cultural

diffusion of lifestyles and the mixing of

ethnic groups, are often seen to be just as
serious as detrimental effects on the nat¬

ural environment.

All observers point out that environ¬
mental assessment is one of the crucial

elements of project feasibility, just like

project study and development, choice of

technology and cost and that conse¬

quently environmental assessment should

be included at an early stage in project

planning. For example, in a Canadian pro¬

ject in Indonesia the hydropower plant at
Lake Sentani was much scaled down as a

result of environmental assessment. Be¬

cause of the study, the decision was made

to keep the level of the lake within "normal"

bounds to almost totally eliminate adverse

effects on the community and the environ¬
ment.

On the other hand, where environmental

assessment is seen as no more than an

adjunct to projects based on some other

criteria, the best that can be hoped for is a

degree of mitigation. Often, however, miti¬

gation measures resulting from an environ¬

mental assessment can contribute posi¬

tively to environmental protection. In the

construction by the USAID of hydro¬
electric dams on the Mahaweli River in Sri

Lanka, for instance, the assessment led to

steps to offset the partial destruction of the

forest, such as the creation of wildlife

reserves, the establishment of wood fuel

plantations and the launching of a malaria-

control campaign.

Another point these fourteen case stu¬

dies make is that the local population is

usually an important source of information.
In remote areas of the Third World, where

environmental conditions and characteris¬

tics are little or not at all known, local

villagers, tribesmen, fishermen and others,

if asked, can supply sound information,
which is often more reliable than field

observations by Western experts.

Experience acquired by Member coun¬

tries shows that it is neither possible nor

desirable to adopt identical methods for

assessing the environmental impacts of the

different development aid programmes.

However, common objectives are needed.

This is why the OECD Council has adopted

a recommendation on the procedures,

organization and resources to be used by

aid agencies in order to assess the environ¬

mental impact of their projects.

Only the future will tell whether these
measures are sufficient to slow down the

rapid deterioration of the environment in
Third World countries.

WHEN IS

ENVIRONMENTAL

ASSESSMENT REQUIRED?

Projects or programmes calling for
environmental assessment fall under

the following headings:

Substantial changes in renewable

resource use, such as conversion of

land to agricultural production, forestry

or pasture land, rural development,

timber production;

Substantial changes in fishing and

farming practices (introduction of new
crops, large scale mechanization and
use of chemicals);

Exploitation of hydraulic resources

-dams, irrigation and drainage pro¬

jects, water supply;

Infrastructure bridges, air¬

ports, harbours, transmission lines,

pipelines, railways;

Industrial activities, such as metallur¬

gical, wood processing and chemical

plants, power plants, cement works,

refinery and petrochemical plants,

agro-industries;

Extractive industries: mining, quarry¬

ing, extraction of peat, oil and gas;

Waste management and disposal,

such as sewage systems and treatment

plants, waste landfills, treatment plants
for household waste and hazardous

wastes.
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South-South

Development Aid

In the 1 960s, the main deveioping-
country donors were China and India.

Other countries, including Yugoslavia,
mainly supplied scholarships and experts.
Since then, the number of donors has

multiplied and, besides the OPEC oil pro¬
ducing countries, now includes Mexico,
Argentina, Brazil, the Republic of Korea,
Egypt, Pakistan, and others2. Israel also

furnishes a large amount of technical assis¬

tance to developing countries.
The types of South-South aid are no

different from those supplied by traditional
donors. The four most common forms are

financial aid, technical assistance (i.e.,
scholarships and expert services), emer¬
gency help and food relief.

Donor countries contribute to regional
organizations and supply direct aid through
bilateral agreements or within the frame¬

work of a regional group like the Arab
League in the Middle East or the Colombo

Developing countries are

increasingly supplying aid to
other Third World countries.

These donors are motivated

by commercial considerations

financial support and

technical co-operation help in
the conquering of new
markets and also by

humanitarian and political
reasons1.

Plan in Asia. Direct aid recipients are often
neighbouring countries or those in a state

of crisis: war, famine or other emergency. A
recent example is Nicaragua, which since

the early 1980s, has received help from
many Latin American states. Countries in

Sub-Saharan Africa have also received

assistance from certain Asian and Latin

American countries for economic and geo¬
political reasons.

South-South aid is directed mainly
towards projects, notably in agriculture,
infrastructure and light industry. India's
budget support to neighbouring Bhutan
and Nepal is the only regular example of aid
involving no specific project.

The financial terms of this aid have

become stricter in recent years, as shown
in a case involving Mexico. In 1980, it
joined with Venezuela in providing develop¬
ment loans to six Central American and

1 . For more details, see Development Co-opera¬
tion - 1986 Report, OECD, Paris, 1987.

2. A complete record of development aid among
developing countries is difficult to establish. As there

are no full and accurate statistics, information comes

generally from recipient countries, international

organizations or the press. One must be cautious

therefore in making comparisons and analyses.

OPEC aid at a port project
at Puerto Castilla, Honduras.
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three Caribbean countries based on 30 per

cent of the value of the donors' oil delivered

to them in one year. Initially, the loans
carried an interest rate of 4 per cent and

were repayable in five years. Moreover, if
the money were used for an energy-related
development project, the funding would be
considered a twenty-year development

loan, at 2 per cent interest and with a

five-year grace period. After renewing the
aid program several times, Mexico and
Venezuela revised it in 1 984, dropping the

loan ceiling from 30 to 20 per cent of oil
sales, doubling the standard aid interest

rate to 8 per cent and tripling the energy

project interest rate to 6 per cent.

Export Promotion

In recent years, a growing number of the
most advanced developing countries have

set up export promotion schemes with both
concessional and non-concessional terms.

Brazil, for instance, has linked much of its
aid to trade transacted on non-conces-'

sional terms. Apart from its contribution to
multilateral organizations ($1 7.9 million in
1 985 versus $53.1 million in 1 984), Brazil

has granted loans with advantageous
terms only to its neighbours Bolivia and
Paraguay for joint regional projects. It has
also set up programmes facilitating the sale
of its goods and services to open new
markets for its growing industrial output.

In addition to promoting exports, many

developing countries have begun projects
ranging from supplying skilled labour and
technical expertise to creating joint ven¬
tures and making direct investments, the
last frequently through Third World multi¬
national corporations.

Comparative Advantages

South-South aid may benefit recipient
countries in several ways. It is especially

well-suited to developing economies as
donor countries have had experience with

labour-intensive projects using local raw
materials and relatively unsophisticated,

inexpensive technologies. Skilled labourers
sent to supervise projects in these coun¬
tries receive lower wages than experts

from industrialized powers. Chinese

workers even accept the living conditions

of their local counterparts.

Some countries, including Brazil, Korea

and India, have adapted complex tech¬

niques, learnt from industrialized countries,
to the recipient's needs. Others can share
particular skills, such as fighting the expan¬
sion of the desert. A final advantage to

many recipient countries is what has been
described as the politically neutral stance,

with regards to their economic policies,
taken by donors from the developing
world.

China :
An Attractive

Donor

utual benefit, efficiency and

modest investment cost are the

three principles behind the devel¬

opment aid policy of China, which, after
OPEC, is the number one donor among

developing countries. In many ways
China's aid is exemplary in its volume,

universality and methods. The last being
particularly well-tailored to recipients'
needs.

In 1 985, China allocated $1 68 million to

official development aid, or 0.06 per cent
of its GNP (table ). As of that date, China

had committed a total of more than

$9.6 billion. Indeed, despite long delays,

actual payments could have reached a total
of $7.5 billion, of which $300 million went

to multilateral organizations.
China assists all countries, regardless of

region or level of development, often
helping those with a per capita GNP higher
than its own. Over time, however, China's

yf
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aid policy has evolved considerably. Until
1 978-1 979, the bulk of Peking's aid went

to Vietnam, North Korea and Cambodia.

At that point, funding gradually shifted
towards Africa and, since 1985, to Latin

America.

There also have been changes in the size

of aid packages. Although China continues
to see co-operation as a sign of its com¬
mitment to developing countries and
South-South relations, it has tended, espe¬

cially since the early 1 980s, to provide aid
better suited to its own technical and

financial resources. New commitments no

CHINESE AID

Estimated Disbursements

$ million

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Bilateral assistance

government loans 218 163 209 167 178 153

grants 5 5 14 16 34 27

Total, gross 223 168 223 183 212 180

Repayments 29 24 27 32 30 43

Total, net 194 144 196 151 182 137

Multilateral

contributions 140 4 105 4 4 31

TOTAL 334 148 301 155 186 168

In % of GNP 0.12 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.07 0.06

GNP ($ billion) 286 268 261 277 282 272
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China used to fund large projects, like the

railway connecting Tanzania and Zambia.
Now its aid plans are aimed at agriculture,

rural development, light industry and
infrastructure.

longer cover major projects like the railway
between Tanzania and Zambia or the deep

water port at Nouakchott, Mauritania.

Today Peking concentrates on small pro¬

jects, emphasizing agriculture and rural

development, light industry and infrastruc¬
ture. Nevertheless, it will also fund renov¬

ation of existing facilities built with Chinese

aid, supply spare parts and maintain roads.
And, as a final concession to prestige,

China continues to build sports stadiums

and friendship palaces..

Financial Conditions

The financial terms of Chinese aid are

still very concessional. In principle, all aid is

provided as a grant or an interest-free loan.

The concessional element of China's grants

fluctuate considerably from year to year

(e.g., dropping from 95 per cent in 1 982 to
70 per cent in 1985). These fluctuations
are due to changes in the share of grants in
China's total aid budget, itself influenced

by contributions to international organiza¬

tions, and to a stiffening of loan terms.

Thus, until the late 1970s, Chinese devel

opment loans matured in twenty to thirty
years with a grace period of ten to

fifteen years. Now they are limited to ten

years with a five-year grace period, which
in certain cases may be doubled. The new

terms do not seem to be rigorously applied,

however, as both Sierra Leone and the

Sudan in 1 984 reportedly arranged Chi¬

nese loans with maturities of fifty and

twenty-five years, respectively. Aid is gen¬

erally linked to the purchase of Chinese
goods and services. Loan payments are

made in convertible currency or, more

often, in local goods.

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance, an important

aspect of the Chinese aid programme, has

also undergone changes. In the past, devel¬

oping countries were required to pay only

for the local costs of Chinese aid personnel,

known for their modest living standards
(estimated at $100 to $300 a month).

Since 1979, while China continues to

supply almost free technical assistance in

agronomy, medicine and teaching, reci¬

pient countries have had to pay for the
services of Chinese workers and techni¬

cians. Monthly salary levels are still low

compared to those of aid personnel from
other donor countries: about $400 for

workers and $2,000 for project man¬

agers.

At the end of 1985, more than

27,000 Chinese experts and workers were

contracted to work abroad, earning China

$900 million in convertible currency. Ad¬
ding the number of construction workers

employed raises the number of Chinese

hired outside the country to 59,000.

China is engaged in contracts for con¬

struction projects, labour services and joint

ventures. Its wide experience in developing
countries combined with its reasonable

prices enabled it between 1 981 and 1 985

to sign more than 1 ,600 contracts, with

eighty-five states, valued at more than
$4.2 billion.

Developing countries seem to appreciate

the type of co-operation offered by Chinese

aid, i.e., the use of relatively simple tech¬

niques, skilled but inexpensive personnel,

projects designed to be managed in the

shortest possible time by nationals of the

recipient country and paperwork reduced

to a minimum. Chinese experts in agricul¬

ture and rural development (e.g., growing

of cereals, sugar cane and rice, fishing,

etc.), as well as in transport and construc¬

tion, have been highly prized on the devel¬

opment market. As a result, China is

becoming a desirable partner in triangular

projects, involving its intermediate or

simple technologies1.

1. For a more detailed study, see China's Aid

Programme, OECD, Paris, 1987.
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India :
The

Consultancy
Donor

India contributed to improving the telecommunications capabilities of its neighbour Nepal.

INDIAN AID

Disbursements

$ million

1980 1981 7 982 1983 1984 19851

Bilateral assistance

government loans 59 38 40 40 48 46

grants 49 57 62 67 53 50

Total, gross 108 95 102 107 101 96

Repayments 16 16 16 16 17 18

Total, net 92 79 86 91 84 78

Multilateral

contributions 28 125 25 43 19 49

TOTAL 120 204 111 134 103 127

India's aid contribution makes it, after

China, the second largest non-OPEC

developing country donor. In 1 985, its

contribution rose to $127 million, or

0.06 per cent of GNP, compared with
$ 103 million in 1984 (table). This rise

resulted primarily from an increase in mul¬

tilateral contributions, mainly to the World

Food Programme and the Asian Develop¬

ment Bank, offsetting a slight drop in
bilateral aid, which fell to $80 million.

Three-quarters of India's bilateral aid

consists of budget support and project

assistance to its neighbours Bhutan and

Nepal. However, in recent years, India has
diversified its aid and has made more

governmental loans to African countries,

including Mozambique, Mauritius, Ghana

and Tanzania. All of these countries, except

Mozambique, are members of the British

Commonwealth, and some have large

Indian minorities. Apart from its budgetary

support to Bhutan and Nepal, India aims its

assistance at infrastructure and, in Sub-

Saharan Africa, at light and agro-indus¬

tries. It also has special expertise in trans¬

port and aided Algeria and Ethiopia in this
sector in 1 986.

Indian development loans have tradition¬

ally matured in ten to fifteen years with

two to three years' grace and carried a

5 per cent interest rate. The terms, how¬

ever, are said to have become stricter

recently.

In addition to its official development

assistance, India has initiated various

export projects funded mainly through the

Industrial Development Bank of India and

the Export-Import Bank, which provide
non-concessional credits and lines of cre¬

dits.

Furthermore, India has established a

number of joint ventures. By late 1 982,

1 44 were in operation in South and

Southeast Asia, and forty-four in Africa, in

textiles, engineering, light industry, agro-

industries, pharmaceutical products, ho¬

tels, etc. According to an official report,

these ventures have often proved unprofit¬

able because of poor management and
small size.

India also offers - one of its specialities

among developing country donors - a

variety of consultancy and engineering

services, covering technical training, pro¬

ject design, research and development, and

engineering. Rail India Technical and Eco¬

nomic Services Ltd. (RITES), a govern¬

ment-owned consultancy organization, has
been one of the firms most successful in

developing countries. Birla, a private indus¬

trial enterprise, has built three paper mills in

Kenya, Nigeria and Zambia, and offers a

complete consulting service feasi¬

bility studies to furnishing raw materials

in paper production.
1) Provisional.
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Tax Reform:

What Are the Main Issues?

by Jeffrey Owens1

Widespread dissatisfaction

with existing tax systems,
claims of unfairness and

complexity, and new
estimates of the economic

costs of inefficiencies caused

by taxation explain why tax

reform is on the political

agenda of many OECD
countries.

A symposium, organized

by France in association

with the OECD, was recently

held in Paris to exchange

views on this subject (see
box}2. The following article

summarizes the problems
that tax reform addresses.

The need to finance the growth of the
Welfare State accounts for much of

the significant increase of the tax
burden in most OECD countries over the

last 20 years. Taxation now frequently

accounts for more than 40 per cent of GDP

(see chart).

During recent years, the efficacy of

government intervention has been increas¬

ingly questioned, however, and more

emphasis has been placed on the role of

market forces and a more neutral stance by

governments. In many countries a con¬

sensus has emerged that the "size" of

government should be cut back or at least

not enlarged.

Tax policies have not been immune to

these changing attitudes and some govern¬

ments are examining ways to reduce the

level of taxation. Policymakers and others

have grown sceptical about the use of tax

expenditures subsidies provided through

the tax system in promoting social and

economic goals. Tax structures are being

critically reviewed to identify provisions

which may adversely affect economic deci¬

sions. These changing attitudes have con¬
tributed to the new interest in tax

reform.

The Underlying Problems

Economic efficiency and neutrality
Most taxes distort economic decisions.

The relevant policy issue is how to minimize

these adverse effects, recognizing that

many deviations from a non-neutral tax

system are intentional. High rates of direct

taxes may adversely affect work decisions,

encouraging households to enter the "black

economy" and to evade or avoid taxes.

Large differences in effective tax rates on

the return from different assets may signif¬

icantly influence the composition of house¬

hold savings.

Corporate tax structures may distort

investment patterns in the sense that

companies invest for tax reasons rather

than for the underlying rate of return. The

relative rates of personal and corporate tax

rates and the deductibility of interest on

debt may encourage companies to finance

new investment by loans rather than equ¬

ity. A wide disparity in effective tax rates
on profits and dividends between Member

countries may adversely influence the

international allocation of capital.

Fairness

Problems of fairness mainly arise under
the personal income tax and the debate has

focused on three broad issues: individuals

with similar taxable capacities should pay
the same amounts of tax; tax thresholds

should be sufficiently high to exclude very
low income households; married women

who are in paid employment should not be

discriminated against (this is a complicated
issue which requires a trade-off between

equity, revenue and efficiency objectives).

Simplicity
Apart from the obvious concern that

complexity makes it difficult for taxpayers
to understand how the tax system works,

policy-makers have two principal preoccu¬

pations: complicated tax legislation opens
the way for tax evasion and avoidance;

complexity implies heavy administrative

costs for tax authorities and compliance

costs for taxpayers.

Common Features of Reform

Proposals

In spite of differences in tax systems,

political preferences and administrative

institutions, many similarities can be identi¬

fied in reform proposals in both high and
low tax countries.

Under the personal income tax:

Widening the tax base by bringing into

the tax net new sources of income and by
removing tax privileges. This is perhaps the

key to most reforms.

Restructuring rate schedules. The top

1. OECD's Directorate for Financial, Fiscal and

Enterprise Affairs.

2. Taxation in Developed Countries, OECD,
Paris, 1987. Around 150 participants from 25

countries attended the symposium, including minis¬

ters, politicians, businessmen, trade unionists, acad¬
emics and senior tax officials.
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rate of tax is cut and the number of tax

brackets reduced.

Removing or limiting inequalities in the

treatment of different sources of income,

for example, earned income, unearned

income and capital gains.

Under the corporate income tax:

Eliminating or reducing tax preferences

and moving tax depreciation nearer to

economic depreciation.

Lowering substantially the schedule rate

of tax, though in some cases this is done

over a number of years.

Reducing tax discrimination against divi¬

dends in relation to retained profits by

applying either a lower corporate tax rate

on distributed profits or granting share¬

holders a tax credit against their income tax

liability to take account of corporate tax

already paid on dividends.

The other proposal frequently encoun¬

tered is to change the tax mix in favour of

an increased reliance on consumption taxes

particularly a Value Added Tax (VAT)

which some governments feel would be

more neutral as regards saving, investment
and work decisions.

The Problems of

Implementation

The implementation of a major tax

reform will obviously depend on the insti¬
tutional framework and political system in

each country. But experience shows that

care is required everywhere in presenting

the objectives of such a reform, since it is

essential that public opinion should under¬

stand and approve them.

Two approaches can be identified. If a

government adopts a "low-profile" ap¬

proach, it decides on the direction for

changes in the tax system and then puts

measures into effect over a relatively long

period. The advantage of this method is to

maintain a certain stability in the tax

system. Under a "high-profile" approach,

broad objectives are selected and the

government announces a thoroughgoing

reform package to be carried out in a

relatively short space of time. This offers

the possibility of a trade-off between sub¬
stantial cuts in tax rates and the loss of tax

privileges. Since no single sector or interest

group would feel discriminated against,
this approach may command greater poli¬

tical support.
There are a number of constraints that

have to be overcome in implementing

reforms:

The policy goals set for tax reform may

conflict. Changes which promote saving,

for example, may distort investment pat¬

terns; others, which provide a more even

treatment of one and two-earner families,

may discriminate between single and mar-
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the United States).

ried taxpayers. The means of obtaining

greater fairness may conflict with the goal
of simplicity.

Policy objectives may be ambiguous.

Most reforms emphasize the need for a

more neutral tax system, but in practice it is
difficult to establish the benchmark against

which to judge neutrality. Does it require an

interventionist approach to offset biases

that already exist in the economic system,
as some countries think? Or a "hands-off"

policy?

There is still disagreement over the

precise economic and distributive effects of

tax systems, for example, the significance
of their effects on work and investment

decisions.

Reforms of tax structures may create

uncertainty, disrupt business planning,

undermine confidence, and thus adversely
affect investment behaviour.

Drastic change arouses opposition from

many groups concerned that their own

special tax advantages may be withdrawn.
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Widening the tax base by the removal of

tax expenditures tends to alienate well-

organized groups of taxpayers (e.g., farm¬

ers, insurance companies), whilst the

majority who would benefit from such

reforms tend to be less vocal.

Finally, there are practical and adminis¬

trative constraints. Many reform commis¬

sions have, for example, favoured a con¬

sumption based income tax, but the trans¬

itional and tax avoidance problems asso¬

ciated with this change have deterred all

governments from adopting such a pro¬

posal. The introduction of new taxes (e.g.,

VAT) may take years and require a large
increase in the number of tax officials.

In spite of these constraints, major

reforms, encouraged by the change in

public opinion, have taken place in OECD
countries. The United States has now

carried through the most substantial

recasting of its tax system since the War.

Several countries in Northern Europe and in

the Pacific area have introduced major tax

reforms, and in France significant changes
are in hand.

Many participants, expressing their

own views, agreed on the need to cut

personal income tax rates. The

approach favoured to finance this

reduction was to widen as far as pos¬

sible the tax base by eliminating certain

exemptions and allowances.

There was widespread agreement

that tax privileges tied to particular

forms of saving probably had very little
effect on the overall volume of house¬

hold saving, though a few well targeted
incentives can have a considerable

impact on its composition.
The discussion of taxes of the low-

paid showed considerable differences

between countries as to the tax thre¬

shold, the number of low income house¬

holds exempt from paying tax, and the

rates of income tax they were obliged to

pay (here differences were reduced if

social security contributions were taken

into account). There was no agreement

upon what was the optional threshold,
but it was noted that recent reform

proposals have been concerned to

remove a large number of taxpayers

from the tax net. Many participants

were sceptical about using taxation to

achieve social policy objectives.

On the question of removing tax
incentives versus a reduction in corpo

rate tax rates, the participants divided

into two different groups. One group

favoured eliminating many of the

existing tax incentives to achieve

greater neutrality between the tax

treatment of different assets, activities

and industries. A second group sup¬

ported general tax reliefs as a means of

SOME VIEWS

EXPRESSED

AT THE SYMPOSIUM

lowering the tax rate on capital income
in order to obtain more neutral treat¬

ment of present and future consump¬

tion. A large majority believed, how¬

ever, that a broad base corporate tax

with a few well-targeted reliefs and

lower rates would improve economic

efficiency.

The discussions on inflation and the

taxation of business and capital income

showed that most participants did not

support inflation adjustments schemes

except where inflation rates were

expected to persist at double-digit

levels for several years. At the same

time, it was recognized that ad hoc

adjustments had in many cases

adversely affected the fairness and

efficiency of the tax system.

There was finally an exchange of

views on the extent to which taxing

profits first at the level of the corpora¬

tion and then again at the level of the
shareholder - so-called economic

double taxation of dividends may

distort debt/equity ratios and decisions

on whether or not to incorporate.

Whilst some participants felt that these

effects were significant, others disa¬

greed. Nevertheless, there was a con¬

sensus that the international implica¬
tions of the coexistence of different

systems of taxing dividends were very
important and that more information

was required on how these differences

may influence the international alloca¬

tion of capital. This is one of the issue

that OECD's Committee on Fiscal

Affairs will examine in the near

future.
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Recent Trends in

International

Direct Investment

There have been two major

developments in the field of
international direct investment

recently. One is the growing
role of the United States as a

host country (see box). The

other is the more disturbing
decline in direct investment in

developing countries since the
1981-82 recession, asso¬

ciated to some extent with

the growing debt crises faced

by some Third World coun¬

tries. A recent OECD report
reviews these trends.1

Among developing countries, OPEC
members and NICs receive

most of the direct investment from

industrialized countries. Top: Philips
in Saudi Arabia. Bottom: Ford in

Taiwan.
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The drop in the volume of direct

investment in developing countries

is the source of serious concern,

since many of them are experiencing grave

economic problems as a result of having to
repay massive foreign borrowings raised in

past years when economic growth pro¬

spects looked much more buoyant than
they turned out to be.

In the second half of the 1 970s, interna¬

tional investment flows to developing
countries continued to grow at a sustained

rate, outstripping the rise in direct invest¬

ment in OECD countries. They generally
levelled off between 1980 and 1982,

however, before falling sharply thereafter.
Total inflows into Third World countries

amounted.to only $7.8 billion in 1 983 and
$9.5 billion in 1984, compared to an
annual average of $1 4 billion in the 1 975-

79 period. The decline has not been spe¬
cific to developing countries, since the

share of total direct investment going to
the developing world was much the same

in the 1 980-83 period (29 per cent) as in
1974-79 (30 per cent), but it is in these
countries that this decline has the most

serious consequences.
The decline in investment flows took

place before the fall in bank lending, so that
by 1 983 the share of investment in relation

to total financial inflows into developing
countries had fallen dramatically, from

48 per cent in 1975 to 121/2 per cent in
1 983. It recovered to 28 per cent in 1 984,

however, but only because bank lending
was more than halved that year from
$54 billion to only $24 billion.

A Geographical Shift

There has been a major shift in the
geographical distribution of international

investment within developing countries
over the past 1 0 years, moreover, with the

share to Latin America declining and that of
the Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs) of

South and East Asia growing. In the 1 960s
and 1970s, South America attracted the

bulk of direct investment from the OECD,

but that situation has changed radically
because of the drop in United States

outward investment and most importantly
because of the problems encountered in

many Latin American countries in relation

to their debt situation. The superior eco¬
nomic performance of the Asian NICs also

explains why they now absorb the largest
part of OECD direct investment flows to

developing countries. The position of
African countries meanwhile has not

changed significantly in recent years; they
still account for only a small proportion of
total direct investment.

1. International Investment and Multinational

Enterprises: Recent Trends in International

Direct Investment, OECD, Paris, 1987.

Two categories of developing countries
attracted most direct investment from the

industrialized world up to the early 1 980s
- NICs and OPEC countries. At the end of

1981,20 countries falling into one or other

of these categories accounted for more
than two-thirds of the total investment

stock of the Third World. By then, how¬
ever, the proportion of annual investment

flows directed to OPEC countries had fallen

to 16 per cent from 25 per cent 10 years

earlier, while NICs accounted for 41 per
cent of international direct investment

in 1981. This shift partly reflected the
nationalization of western oil interests in

many OPEC countries.

It remains to be seen whether the swing
away from South America proves a lasting
phenomenon. The rising level of out¬

standing debt and the rescheduling of
repayments over longer time-scales, com¬

bined with deteriorating market conditions
and more restrictive policies in some cases

(such as constraints on profit repatriation),
have led some companies to pull out of
certain Latin American countries alto¬

gether, or simply to maintain their existing
operations without any major new invest¬

ment. Moreover, a 1 984 survey of US
companies' activities in South America

revealed considerable pessimism about

economic prospects there and a general
tendency to cut back (if not close down)

local operations and reduce work-forces

(with Venezuela and Mexico most af¬

fected). There has been no wholesale

withdrawal, however, and the worst may
be over now that the business climate in

Latin America has started to improve.
That does not mean the level of interna¬

tional direct investment is, or will become,

sufficient to make a substantial contribu¬

tion to the economic recovery of these
countries. There is no escaping the fact
that direct investment is as much a

response to economic performance in the

developing world as a contributor to it. This

is also borne out by the fact that the flow of

new direct investment to the high growth
economies of South-East Asia has been

maintained, and may even have been

increased, in recent years, especially to
Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand, Hong Kong
and South Korea. With China becoming of
more interest to international companies,
the growth in international direct invest¬

ment there has added to the general
increase in investment flows to the Far East

in recent years, and may do so in the
future.

The sectoral distribution of international

direct investment in developing countries

has evolved considerably over the past

1 5 years, with the share going to the
primary sector (essentially hydrocarbon
and mineral extraction) falling from the
early 1 970s onwards, and that going to the

service sector rising particularly rapidly
during the 1980s. This has reflected, inter

alia, the trend for banks, insurance com¬

panies, advertising agencies and other

firms providing services to the manufactur¬

ing, mining and energy industries to follow

their multinational clients into developing
countries.

In 1971, eight big industrial nations

accounted for 90 per cent of the accumu¬

lated stock of direct foreign investment

in the developing world, and 1 2 years later,
in 1983, their share was still much the

same.

Within that group., however, the shares of

the three countries with the longest tradi¬
tions of investing abroad (the United

States, the United Kingdom and France)
had diminished, while Germany and Japan

in particular had considerably increased

their direct foreign investment.

More recently, developing countries

themselves are beginning to emerge as

sources of foreign investment. Multina¬

tional enterprises in countries such as

Kuwait, Brazil, Argentina, Hong Kong,

India, Mexico, the Philippines, South Korea

and Singapore have started to spread their

wings, albeit on a very small scale yet.
They tend to invest in other countries

within the same region, but Indian and

Korean companies in particular have direct

investments in countries across a large
geographical area, while some OPEC coun¬

tries, notably Kuwait and Saudi Arabia,

similarly have interest elsewhere than the

Middle East. Direct investment by OPEC

countries also covers a relatively broad

spectrum of activities, ranging from down¬

stream hydrocarbon operations, including
petrochemical and fertilizer production, to

banking and tourism.

Promoting Economic

Development

Foreign direct investment actually con¬
stitutes a small fraction of total investment

in most developing countries, accounting
for less than 1 per cent between 1 978 and

1 980 in 41 countries for which figures are
available. In only nine countries was the

proportion greater than 5 per cent, seven

of them - Singapore, Zaire, Malta, Zim¬

babwe, Peru, Papua-New Guinea and

Zambia - depended on foreign investors for

5 to 10 per cent of total investment while

two - Panama and Liberia - had excep¬

tionally high rates.

Foreign direct investment cannot by
itself be expected to solve Third World

countries' debt and development prob¬

lems. In particular, international invest¬

ment has tended to become dwarfed by

bank lending. In 1983, for instance, bank

lending to developing countries was four-
and-a-half times the value of inward direct

investment - and the ratio was as much as

25:1 in the case of heavily indebted coun¬

tries like Brazil and Mexico. The sharp drop
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in bank lending since then has been from

such a high level, indeed, that even a large

percentage increase in foreign direct
investment could not compensate. In any

case, no substantial recovery in such

investment can be expected until these

highly indebted countries improve their
external financial balances and overall

growth prospects. It is a vicious circle from

which they may take a long time to emerge,

especially as some economic measures

they have taken to deal with their problems

(such as import restrictions, exchange con¬

trols, high interest rates, domestic demand

reductions, increased domestic borrowing)
act as an additional disincentive to invest¬

ment, be it foreign or domestic.

Nevertheless, foreign direct investment

can make an important contribution to

development. In the short run, it represents

an injection of new capital on which repay¬

ments are more closely linked to earnings

than bank lending. In the longer term, the

combined inputs of capital, technology and

managerial expertise can act as a catalyst

on the recipient country's overall economic

performance. Many debt-ridden developing

West Germany has increased its

presence among international
investors in recent years. Below:

a Bayer factory in India.

THE US AS AN IMPORTER OF INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT

Although total outward direct invest¬

ment from OECD countries rose to an

average of $21 .3 billion per annum in
1 980-83 from $18.6 billion per annum

in 1975-79, the rate of growth was

slower than during the 1970s.

Whereas Japan's rate of outward

investment has remained high and
stable in the 1980s, investment from

the United States has fallen by more

than half. If earnings reinvested abroad

by foreign subsidiaries of American

companies are excluded, the United

States was a net importer of direct
investment in 1982 to the level of

$1 1.1 billion. Taking account of rein¬
vested earnings which are a major

component of United States' foreign
investment, net outward investment

actually amounted to a positive

$7.2 billion annually between 1980
and 1 983. However, that reflected

the sharp drop in net outward inves¬

tment flows, as well as its growing

importance as a host country for
international investment (its share of

total inward investment having

increased from 29 per cent to 53 per
cent between the late 1970s and the

early 1980s).

In parallel, inward direct investment

into Canada and most European coun¬

tries (especially Germany, France and
Belgium/ Luxembourg) has decreased,
reflecting their lower rates of economic

growth relative to the United States

since 1981-82. Canada is the country
which has most increased its direct

investment in the United States, its

share having risen from 9 per cent in
1974-79 to 23 per cent in 1980-83.

Europe's share rose from 1 8 per cent to

25 per cent between the two periods,
while Japan's share was stable at

10-11 per cent.
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countries are beginning to appreciate more
than ever the potential value of direct

investment relative to other forms of finan¬

cial inflow and the contribution it can make

to their long-term economic adjustment.

Importance of Long-Term
Stability

Direct investment can be classified

according to whether it is designed to
provide facilities for marketing goods or
services locally or to establish a plant for
producing goods for export. In general, it
can be said that a significant share of direct

investment in Latin America in the past was
aimed at catering for local markets
whereas much of the more recent invest¬

ment in South-East Asia is geared to
establishing facilities for exporting to third
countries. Whatever the purpose, the prin¬
cipal determinants of the location and scale

of the investment are long-term economic
considerations such as demand prospects
in the target market or markets and pro¬
duction costs in the host country.

Foreign direct investment oriented to¬

wards producing goods for export should
be less influenced by domestic conditions

in the host country. An increasing propor¬
tion of direct investment is export-oriented,
moreover, although future trends could

depend on the maintenance of open mar¬
kets in the industrialized world. Uncertainty
on that score, fuelled by protectionist
pressures in the OECD area, could thus act

as a brake on international direct invest¬

ment in developing countries.

Growing international competition has
led multinational corporations to relocate
their manufacturing operations to lower
cost regions of the world. Cost consider¬

ations can be expected to become even

more important in the future, so host

countries need to keep inflation rates down

and maintain realistic exchange rates if
they want to attract inward direct invest¬

ment, especially as new technology may be
reducing the importance of lower wage
costs which in the past were a powerful
incentive to relocate in developing coun¬
tries. Unlike those sectors that first started

moving into Third World countries, some
industries which have considered such a

strategy in recent years, automobiles, for

example, need above all to achieve major
economies of scale, an objective they can
equally well attain through automation in
developed countries. These kinds of indus¬

tries have to take long-term views and have
reasonable confidence in the continued

stability of the conditions under which they
would operate in the host country. Devel¬
oping countries have increasingly to com¬
pete against each other, and often against
industrialized countries, to attract such
large-scale investors.

As well as stability and sound economic

policies, foreign investors look for invest¬

ment regimes in developing countries that
allow them to run their businesses on the

basis of commercial criteria. Countries

whose investment authorization proce¬
dures lay down conditions such as min¬

imum local content requirements, export
ratios, technology transfer or domestic

partnership/ownership requirements, may
discourage foreign direct investment. Such

policies may discriminate against foreign
investors vis-à-vis domestic investors, and
may be perceived by investors as indica¬
tions of an unfavourable climate. While

such restrictions may be counterbalanced

by financial incentives, foreign investors
would prefer to have the assurance of a

stable economic environment with a min¬

imum of limitations on commercial and

market forces rather than incentive

schemes. Some developing countries have
liberalized their investment regimes in
recent years with the aim of encouraging
foreign investors, but there is no strong
evidence yet of a general move in that

direction in the developing world nor of any
boost to foreign direct investment resulting
from less restrictive policies.

Country
Problems and

Strategies:

Sweden
Sweden's economic performance

since 1982 has shown a marked

improvement and virtually all indica¬
tors have developed positively. In 1986,
growth may have been only modest, the
rise in GDP being estimated at 1 V2-2 per
cent, but inflation fell to an annual rate of

3-31/2 per cent while the unemployment
rate remained at less than 3 per cent. The

current external account swung into sur¬
plus (equivalent to 1 per cent of GNP in
1 986), while the public sector deficit nar¬

rowed considerably, with the general gov¬
ernment deficit cut from over 6 per cent of
GDP in 1 982 to around only 1 V2 per cent
in 1986.

The comprehensive stabilization and

economic adjustment programme adopted
in 1 982 was designed specifically to bring
down these persistently high deficits. But
more favourable trends abroad - lower

international interest rates as well as the

fall in oil and other commodity prices -
were also significant factors in alleviating
Sweden's economic imbalances. Since

they were an exceptional combination of

trends.the government will need to keep its
domestic policy under constant review to

ensure the gains made so far are consoli¬

dated and further advances are made

towards achieving the objectives of the
medium-term strategy.

The reduction in the budget deficit has
been particularly remarkable considering
public expenditure represents 65 per cent
of Sweden's GNP (in 1985). The general

government account is likely to be in
surplus in 1987, moreover, thanks to the

introduction of a one-time levy on insur¬
ance companies and pension funds. Apart
from this, the improvement in the budget
has been achieved without increasing the
tax take, which remains at 51 per cent of
GDP. Expenditure has been reduced as a

proportion of GDP, while non-fiscal policy
measures, such as the devaluation of the

krona in 1 982, have also contributed by
stimulating activity in the private sector.
Another important factor has been an

appreciable slowdown in the rate of public
sector wage increases.

In two key respects the government's
strategy has not been successful, which

could bode ill for future economic develop¬
ments. Rather than increasing, the contri¬
butions to economic growth from business
investment and net exports have declined
since 1 983, and between 1 984 and 1 986

the latter made a slightly negative contri¬
bution to GDP growth. That was the result

of both high growth in domestic consump¬
tion and wage increases in excess of
competitor countries'. It reflects the diffi¬

culties inherent in a strategy aimed at
maintaining a relatively high level of activity
and employment while trying to shift
resources from the sheltered to the

exposed sector of the economy in order to
reduce the external imbalance.

The government can take little comfort
from the turnround in the current account in
1 986 since most of the improvement was
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due to lower import prices and a decline in

interest payments abroad. Moreover, due

to the decelerating inflation rate, current

account figures understated the deteriora¬
tion in Sweden's external position between

1984 and 1985 and exaggerated the

improvement between 1985 and 1986.
Inflation-corrected figures show an un¬

derlying deterioration between 1 984 and
1986.

To eliminate internal and external imbal¬

ances while avoiding any increase in tax

pressure and keeping close to full employ¬
ment, investment and exports will need to

make a greater contribution to growth

(with growth of public sector consumption
being reduced accordingly). For that to
happen, Sweden needs to improve its
competitiveness by keeping tighter control
over labour costs relative to costs in

competitor countries. If Sweden were able

to improve its competitiveness by ensuring

that its production costs rose at a slower
(rather than a faster) rate than elsewhere, it

could start to increase its share of export

markets and hence the total volume of its

exports. This is particularly important in
view of the high import propensity of
domestic demand. Limiting the growth in

wages might also improve the rate of return
on capital investment, which might in turn

encourage business to invest more.

The tendency for Swedish wages to rise

more rapidly than those in other countries

since the early 1 980s reflects to some

extent the country's greater success in

maintaining a high level of employment.
The fact that Sweden has managed to keep

unemployment low - the differential with
other countries has widened - partly

through a variety of job schemes and
temporary labour market measures de¬

signed to alleviate the employment conse¬
quences of structural adjustment, does not
alter the impact of low unemployment on

wage inflation. The growing shortage of
technicians and skilled workers has also

had an effect on the level of pay settle¬

ments. Another factor may have been the

boost to company profits arising from the
devaluations of 1981 and 1982 which

reflects the fact that labour productivity

relative to real labour costs is at its highest

level for 1 0 years.

If the government is to make its
medium-term strategy work, it has to

create an environment that keeps costs

and prices in check and does not choke off

export growth. Greater moderation in wage
increases will, if unemployment is to

remain relatively low, require substantially

greater flexibility in wages and prices gen¬
erally. The policy of accommodating high
wage increases through exchange rate
devaluations is not viable in the long run,

since it would result in an inflation-devalua¬

tion spiral. Decentralizing the wage bar¬

gaining process might result in a wage
structure that better reflects skill differ¬

ences and employment conditions in dif¬
ferent sectors and businesses. There could

also be a role for an incomes policy to the

extent that it could promote consensus

around a framework for wage negotia¬
tions.

Growth in 1 987 is expected to continue

at about the same rate as last year, but the

negative contribution from net exports will
bring the current account surplus down to

about yk per cent of GDP. Further deregu¬
lation of external financial flows would

contribute to increased confidence in the

government's commitment to a longer-
term policy perspective and put the auth¬
orities under a self-imposed obligation to

pursue their declared macro-economic

goals with determination.

A rise in exports would better
counter in the current account

balance the Swedes' taste for

foreign goods.
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New OECD Publications

GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS. 1986-1987
Series

Detailed annual surveys of economic trends and
prospects for OECD countries.

SWEDEN (April 1987)
(10 87 25 1) ISBN 92-64-12914-6, 88 pages

AUSTRALIA (March 1987)
(10 87 04 1) ISBN 92-64-12923-5. 112 pages

FRANCE (January 1987)
(10 87 14 1) ISBN 92-64-12913-8, 98 pages

YUGOSLAVIA (January 1 987)
(10 87 41 1) ISBN 92-64-12908-1, 95 pages
Each Survey:
F28.00 £2.80 US$6.00 DM1 2.00

(10 00 00 1) ISSN 0376-6438 Subscription to 1986-1987
Series (approximately 1 8 surveys to be published):
F400.00 £40.00 US$80.00 DM180.00

MEASUREMENT OF VALUE ADDED AT CON¬
STANT PRICES IN SERVICE ACTIVITIES.

National Accounts: Sources and Methods
(D/MESURE DE LA VALEUR AJOUTEE AUX
PRIX CONSTANTS DANS LES ACTIVITES DE

SERVICE. Comptes nationaux : Sources et méth¬
odes (1) (March 1987) bilingual
(30 87 02 3) ISBN 92-64-02879-X, 108 pages
F55.00 £5.50 US$11.00 DM24.00

FINANCIAL AND FISCAL AFFAIRS

"Issues in International Taxation" Series

No. 1. INTERNATIONAL TAX AVOIDANCE AND

EVASION. Four Related Studies (April 1 987)
These four studies examine tax avoidance and

evasion which take place through the use of two or
more countries. The report examines ways in which
profits are syphoned off to tax havens and the
measures that countries have taken to counteract
these activities.

(23 87 01 1) ISBN 92-64-12925-1, 112 pages
F100.00 £10.00 US$20.00 DM44.00

TAXATION IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. An

International Symposium organized by the French
Ministry of Finance in association with the

Committee on Fiscal Affairs of the OECD. Paris, 1 2th
and 13th January 1987 (April 1987)

The main industrialized countries are considering or
have already implemented important tax reforms.
This report summarizes the discussion on these

reforms at a symposium organized by France, in
association with OECD in January 1987, and
attended by ministers, politicians, businessmen,
academics, trades unionists and tax officials from 25
countries.

(23 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12929-4, 100 pages
F75.00 £7.50 US$15.00 DM33. 00

"Accounting Standards Harmonization" Series:

No.2 - CONSOLIDATION POLICIES IN OECD

COUNTRIES. Report by the Working Group on
Accounting Standards (February 1 987) bilingual
(21 87 01 3) ISBN 92-64-02876-5. 124 pages
F65.00 £6.50 US$1 3.00 DM29. 00

BANK PROFITABILITY. Financial Statements of

Banks with Methodological Country Notes 1 980-
1984 (March 1987)

Trends in bank profitability and factors affecting it
are major indicators of changes in the state of health
of national banking systems. These OECD statistics

on financial statements of banks provide a unique
tool for analyzing developments in bank profitability
in the period 1 980 - 1 984.
(21 87 02 01) ISBN 92-64-12915-4, 236 pages
F95.00 £9.50 US$1 9.00 DM42.00

FINANCIAL MARKET TRENDS

No. 36/- February 1 987. Special feature: Devel¬
opments in East-West Financial Relations in

1986 and Medium-Term Prospects (February
1987)

(27 87 01 1) 138 pages
Per issue:

F70.00 £7.00 US$14.00 DM30.00

(27 00 00 1) ISSN 0378-651 X 1987 Subscription (Nos.
36 to 38):

F1 30.00 £13.00 US$26.00 DM58.00

It is possible to take a combined subscription to
Financial Market Trends and OECD Financial

Statistics - Part I (monthly)
( 1 9 00 00 1 ) 1 987 Subscription:
F360.00 £36.00 US$72. 00 DM1 60.00

CONSUMERS

CONSUMERS AND LIFE INSURANCE. Report by
the OECD Committee on Consumer Policy (April
1987)

Consumers in OECD countries as a whole invest more

than $200 billion a year in life insurance. But
inadequate disclosure requirements create
confusion, while the lack of competition prevents
many clients from comparing the various services on
offer.

This report examines these and other problems in
twenty OECD countries and sets out some proposals
for reform.

(24 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12920-0, 80 pages
F60.00 £6.00 US$12.00 DM27.00

ENERGY

IEA (International Energy Agency)

RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY. MARCH

1987 (April 1987)

This study reviews renewable energy sources (solar,
wind, biomass, geothermal and ocean energies) in
IEA Member countries and their related technologies
in an attempt to assess:

the accomplishments and lessons of more than a

decade of developments;

the most promising areas of further RD&D and/or
other government action to increase the develop¬
ment and utilization of renewable energies; and
the outlook for contributions to national energy
supplies on an economic basis.

(61 87 06 1) ISBN 92-64-12942-1, 334 pages
F220.00 £22.00 US$44.00 DM98. 00

A TEN-YEAR REVIEW OF COLLABORATION IN

ENERGY RD&D. 1976-1986 (March 1987)
(61 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12917-0, 244 pages
F1 75.00 £17.50 US$35.00 DM78.00

ENERGY CONSERVATION IN IEA COUNTRIES

(February 1987)
(61 87 01 1) ISBN 92-64-12910-3, 260 pages
F1 95.00 £19.50 US$39.00 DM87.00

ENVIRONMENT

COAL. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES AND

INSTITUTIONS (April 1987)

Coal is an abundant energy source which could play a
larger role in OECD economies. This report examines
the various existing legislative and institutional
arrangements in OECD countries for ensuring that
the environment is adequately protected during coal
extraction and use. It also presents a number of
policy conclusions.
(97 87 01 1) ISBN 92-64-1 2909-X, 108 pages
F60.00 £6.00 US$1 2.00 DM27.00

PRICING OF WATER SERVICES (March 1987)
Water is both an environmental resource and a

commodity. The price that should be paid for water in

its various uses has become the subject of public
debate in OECD countries. This report investigates
the arguments, reviews existing practices and puts
forward various options for economically rational
pricing practices which would, at the same time, lead

to environmentally acceptable results.
(97 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12921-9, 146 pages
F80.00 £8.00 US$17.00 DM38.00

DEVELOPMENT

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL

FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. Disbur¬

sements/Commitments/Economic Indicators.

1982/1985 (February 1987) bilingual
This is the unique source of data on the sources,

volume and terms of official aid receipts for 110

selected developing countries. It also gives the
origin, type and inflow of other external financial
resources.

(43 87 02 3) ISBN 92-64-02877-3, 298 pages
F195.00 £19.50 US$39.00 DM87.00

DIRECTORY: DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AND

TRAINING INSTITUTES IN AFRICA (January
1987) bilingual
The Directory provides detailed information on 497

development research and training institutes in
forty-six African countries.
(40 86 01 31 ISBN 92-64-02871-4, 262 pages
F1 45.00 £14.50 US$29.00 DM64.00

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ICCP "Information, Computer and
Communications Policy" Series

No. 13. TRENDS OF CHANGE IN

TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY (April 1987)
This publication discusses some of the major issues
in telecommunications policy in the twenty-four
OECD countries. It also contains reports on the
status at the start of 1 986 of the development and
application of these policies.
(93 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12940-5, 252 pages
F125.00 £12.50 US$25.00 DM56.00

No. 12. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND

ECONOMIC PROSPECTS (April 1987)
Information technology has not contributed to the

high levels of unemployment which prevail in most
OECD countries, according to the authors of this
report. It shows that the production and use of
IT-based goods and services have influenced

employment levels favourably in manufacturing and
may continue to do so in the medium term. Further

increases in its share of service employment are also
expected as the importance of information as a

resource grows. The firm of the future is seen as an

organism which increasingly processes, collects and
transmits information, rather than materials.
(93 87 01 1) ISBN 92-64-12927-8, 222 pages
F95.00 £9.50 US$19.00 DM42.00

REVIEWS OF NATIONAL SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY POLICY - FINLAND (April 1987)
This is the first evaluation of science and technology
policy in Finland carried out by the OECD. It focuses
on decision-making, planning, input from university
research, and interaction between research and

development and industrial policy.
(92 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12928-6, 154 pages
F95.00 £9.50 US$19.00 DM42.00

INNOVATION POLICY:

IRELAND (March 1987)

This report proposes new policy approaches for the
technological and industrial development of Ireland.
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It recommends in particular: more encouragement to

entrepreneurial initiative, private investment, decen¬
tralization and flexibility in the public sector, and

orientation of government support towards invest¬
ment in human and knowledge resources rather than
in fixed assets.

(92 87 01 1) ISBN 92-64-12918-9, 76 pages
F50.00 £5.00 US$1 0.00 DM22.00

FRANCE (February 1987)
This review of French innovation policies poses the

question of their adequacy and orientation, as
reflected in the following excerpts from the Examin¬

ers' Report:

... Adjustment to radical shifts in markets and

technology can no longer essentially come from the

top down, by imposed and orderly design. They must
also increasingly emerge bottom up channelled
perhaps, but largely unplanned, out of the areas of
strength in French society.

... the engineering schools, and especially the
"Grandes Ecoles", create a caste with privileged

access to key positions of industrial power in major
firms. This can only serve as a career restraint ... It

certainly hinders the integration of university
researchers into industry.
(92 86 06 1) ISBN 92-64-12884-0, 296 pages
F1 60.00 £16.00 US$32.00 DM71. 00

EDUCATION

UNIVERSITIES UNDER SCRUTINY (April 1987)
Never before have universities in OECD countries

been under such severe scrutiny as they are now.

This report reviews the problems and dilemmas

confronting the academic world today. It clearly
shows that if universities are to continue to make a

vital contribution to post-industrialized societies,

they will have to participate more actively in social
and economic development while maintaining their

strength as centres of excellence.
(91 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12922-7, 114 pages
F90.00 £9.00 US$18.00 DM40.00

TRANSPORT

Road Transport Research

DYNAMIC TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT IN URBAN

AND SUBURBAN ROAD SYSTEMS. Report

Prepared by an OECD Scientific Expert Group (April
1987)

This report provides an assessment of dynamic

traffic management strategies and systems with
special emphasis on applications of advanced

technologies.
(77 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-1 2926-X, 102 pages
F80.00 £8.00 US$16.00 DM36.00

TOLL FINANCING AND PRIVATE SECTOR

INVOLVEMENT IN ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE

DEVELOPMENT. Report prepared by an OECD
Scientific Expert Group (April 1 987)
Highway investment programmes are suffering from
a lack of public funding. This study reviews private
sector financing, in theory and in practice, and
focuses on toll development policies in recent

years.

(77 87 03 1) ISBN 92-64-1 2943-X, 150 pages
F90.00 £9.00 US$18.00 DM40.00

PRODUITS EXPORTATIONS ET

IMPORTATIONS (Series C) bilingual

Matrix tables showing trade between OECD
countries and partner countries for commodity

STATISTICS

QUARTERLY NATIONAL ACCOUNTS No. 4/-

1986 (March 1987) bilingual

Quarterly statistics covering final expenditures on
GDP and its industrial origin, the composition of final

consumption and capital formation.
(36 86 04 3) 166 pages
Per issue:

F50.00 £5.00 US$10.00 DM17.00

(36 00 00 3) ISSN 0304-3738

1986 or 1987 Subscription:
F1 60.00 £16.00 US$32.00 DM70.00

OECD LEADING INDICATORS AND BUSINESS

CYCLES IN MEMBER COUNTRIES 1960-1985.

Main Economic Indicators. Sources and Methods No.

39. January 1987. (April 1987) bilingual
(31 87 20 3) ISBN 92-64-02878-1, 198 pages

F220.00 £22.00 US$44.00 DM98.00

FOREIGN TRADE BY COMMODITIES: EXPORTS

AND IMPORTS/COMMERCE EXTERIEUR PAR

OECD

STATISTICS

ON

MICRO-COMPUTER

DISKETTE

Statistics from a number of OECD

publications are available in computer-
readable format for use on IBM-PC (or

compatible) micro-computers. They offer
subscribers easy, rapid access to a wide

variety of economic and financial data on
OECD Member countries.

Data are provided on 5%" double-
sided, double-density diskettes in an

OECD-specific format. Each diskette con¬
tains a simple program for translating the
data into DIF, SYLK, LOTUS WKS or

LOTUS PRN formats, for easy transfer to

popular spreadsheet packages.

Statistical data currently available on

micro-computer diskette include:

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Annual subscription, FF 2,700 US$ 325

ANNUAL NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

Annual subscription, FF 1 ,400 US$ 1 85

MAIN ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Annual subscription, FF 7,600 US$ 1000

MAIN ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Historical Series

Price per decade set, FF 2,400 US$ 31 5

EX TERNA L DEBT STATISTICS

Annual subscription, FF 800 US$ 1 05

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF

FINANCIAL FLOWS TO

DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES

Annual subscription, FF 1,400 US$ 185

INTEREST RATES ON

INTERNATIONAL

AND DOMESTIC MARKETS

Annual subscription, FF 2,800 US$400

STATISTICS OF EXTERNAL

INDEBTEDNESS:

BANK AND TRADE-RELATED NON-

BANK

EXTERNAL CLAIMS ON INDIVIDUAL

BORROWING

COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES

Annual subscription, FF 800 US$ 1 05

Many statistical files are also available
on magnetic tape for use on mainframe

computers.

For more information contact:

OECD Publication and Information Centres

in Washington, Tokyo or Bonn
or

OECD

Data Services Unit

Directorate for Computers
and Communications

groups defined at the 1 and 2 digit levels of the
Standard International Trade Classification. More

detailed data, i.e., three, four and five digit level of

the SITC for quantities and values, are available in
exactly the same format on microfiche.

Volume I: Exports - 1985 data (April 1987)
(34 85 02 3) ISBN 92-64-02932-X, 294 pages

Volume II: Imports - 1985 data (April 1987)
(34 85 01 3) ISBN 92-64-02931-1. 260 pages

Per Volume:

F8O.00 £8.00 US$16.00 DM40.00

(34 00 00 3) ISSN 0474-540X

1 987 Subscription (Volumes I & II):
F1 50.00 £15.00 US$30.00 DM74.00

QUARTERLY LABOUR FORCE STATISTICS/

STATISTIQUES TRIMESTRIELLES DE LA

POPULATION ACTIVE bilingual
Provides data for the short-term evolution of the

major labour force components for a certain number
of countries which publish regularly, monthly or

quarterly corresponding estimates.
No. 1/1987 (April 1987)
(35 87 01 3) 88 pages.

Single issues not sold separately.
(35 00 00 3) ISSN 0255-3627 1987 Subscription:
F1 20.00 £12.00 US$24.00 DM53.00

ENERGY BALANCES OF OECD COUNTRIES

1970/1985 AND MAIN SERIES FROM 1960/BI-

LANS ENERGETIQUES DES PAYS DE L'OCDE

1970/1985 ET SERIES PRINCIPALES DEPUIS

1960

(April 1987) bilingual
(61 87 04 3) ISBN 92-64-02934-6, 552 pages
F250.00 £25.00 US$50.00 DM111.00

ENERGY PRICES AND TAXES

Fourth Quarter 1986 - No. 2/1987 (April

1987)
(62 87 02 1) ISBN 92-64-12941-3, 318 pages
Per issue:

F1 20.00 £12.00 US$24.00 DM53.00

(62 00 00 1) ISSN 0256-2332 1987 Subscription:

F400.00 £40.00 US$80.00 DM178.00

ANNUAL OIL AND GAS STATISTICS AND MAIN

HISTORICAL SERIES/STATISTIQUES AN¬

NUELLES DU PETROLE ET DU GAZ NATUREL ET

SERIES HISTORIQUES PRINCIPALES 1 984-1 985

(March 1987) bilingual
(61 87 03 3) ISBN 92-64-02933-8, 458 pages
F220.00 £22.00 US$44.00 DM98.00

QUARTERLY OIL AND GAS STATISTICS. Third

Quarter 1986 - No. 4/1986 (March 1986) bilin¬

gual
Provides rapid, accurate and detailed statistics on oil
and gas supply and demand in the OECD area.
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